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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study is to show the feasibility of doing 
osteon counting on the computer. A sample of 11 specimens were prepared 
by thin section techniques in order to be photographed through a Reichert 
transmitted-light interface contrast Zetopan research microscope. After 
the photographs were mosaiced into a single representative picture of the 
field of vision, the picture was digitized and processed for age by the 
computer. 
Digitizing the specimens is accomplished by the use of interactive 
computer graphics. Using a tablet with a cursor or pen, the picture is 
digitized and stored in a file of x and y coordinates on a magnetic disk 
by the computer. This file of stored data is used in other computer 
programs to measure dmax, centroid.plots ! area information on the 
individual features and calculate age at death for the specimen. Kerley 
and Ubela�er's (1978) regression formulas were utilized. 
The major findings of the research concerned percent of circum­
ferential lamellar bone and individual fields of vision. The regression 
formula for percent of circumferential lamellar bone as determined by 
the Kerley technique·(l965) was not reliable with measured data of the 
computer. A new regression formula was calculated based on the measured 
data of the sample with eight out of eleven cases having the age range 
score bracketing the known age of the specimen. All three cases which 
were aged incorrectly were within plus or minus 10 years of the actual 
age. 
Another finding revealed that one field of vision is not superior 
to another. Some anthropologists had implied that the posterior field 
V 
vi 
of vision, because of muscle attachment to the linea aspera, would yield. 
faulty scores. My results show that the worst field is the medial view 
and not the posterior. Wher. comparing individual field statistics to 
the four field total· the results demonstrate that one field may be selected. 
The resulting age range calculated by the computer is as satisfactory 
as· those age ranges produced from the four field total. 
Since no special trainin_g is required to operate the c_omputer and 
cost· of the equi_pment is economical, a ·1arge group of researchers wanting 
.. 
to do osteon counting could utilize my procedure. 
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Physical anthropologists, forensic anthropoligists and archeolo­
gists have been concerned wit_h age determination at death for skeletal 
material. S�eletal remains under 25 ye�rs of age can be readily deter­
mined by morphological changes such as tooth eruptions and epiphyseal 
closures of the long bones. However, by age 30 these closures·are com� 
pleted and it becomes difficult to age older specimens. Methods of 
aging these older specimens have consisted of examining the vertebral 
column for osteoarthritic conditions (Stewart, 1979).and cranial suture 
closures (Krogman, 1962). These methods are often i naccu·rate or not 
appropriate in aging skeletons greater than 50 years of age. Another 
procedure determines age from pubic symphyseal remodeling (McKern and 
Stewart, 1957). For those specimens under 50 years of age this procedure 
can give a reliable age, but like the morphologi'cal approaches older 
individuals cannot be aged accurately. 
In attempting to overcome the problem of aging older specimens, 
anthropologists have turned their attention to a histological method. 
This method requires the destruc�ion of a long bone for a cross-section 
analysis. The microscopic features of the cortical bone matrix were 
utilized by Kerley (1963) in development of his osteon counting technique. 
One method for qetermining human age at death is from the micro­
scopic analysis of a cross-section of bone. Microscopic features are 
. counted visually and regression formulas applied to obtain the age at 
. . 
death of the specimen. The purpose of this thesis-is to present a 
1 
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technique of interactive computer graphics for obtaining an age estimate 
at death from the cross-section of human bone. The benefits of micro­
scopic analysis or osteon counting by interactive computer graphics are 
numerous. 
An interactive computer graphics approach does not require any 
additional training other than the basic understanding of the osteon 
counting procedure. Intra-observer error should be reduced by the 
interactive computer graphics approach as the operator decides on the 
features being digitized. The computer, however, applies the results 
to the appropriate regression formula to calculate an age estimate at 
death. One of the benefits of the interactive computer graphics approach 
would be the ability to analyze a large skeletal collection in a relatively 
short period of time for demographic information. Another benefit is 
the acquisition of measurements such as area data, centroid plots and 
maximum distances across a feature which are easily obtainable through 
the computer during the recording procedure. These measurements could 
be utilized in osteon counting techniques or in age and growth studies. 
Probably, the most important benefit concerns the cost of the computer 
graphics system. Since the cost of the interactive computer graphics sys­
tem is more economical than the equipment necessary for a scanning 
histogram technique, it would be readily available to any institution 
doing osteon counting. 
An interactive computer graphics approach consists of developing 
algorithms for the utilization of the tablet (a device to input informa-. 
tion to a computer), development of slides and photographic techniques 
and verification that th�s approach was a practical and accurate means 
of doing osteon counting. These procedures are the foundation for 
obtaining an age estimate at death from a histological method such as 
the· Kerley technique. 
My technique has a semi-automated system functioning, where pic­
ture mosaics a�e entered or digitized by tracing with a tablet cursor 
or pen, and the file of x and y coordinates recorded in a file stored 
on magnetic disk. This file, OSTOUT.DAT, is applied by the operator of .. . 
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the computer to the specific programs listed in the Appendices. A step-. 
by-step procedure utilizing the interactive computer graphics approach 
will be discussed in Chapter 3. When a specimen is aged by the inter­
active computer graphics approach, the output consisted of: 1) a file 
of area data which are used to calculate percent of circumferential 
lamellar bone as well as containing area information on each feature 
entered; 2) a file of data which allows the field to be redrawn on the 
Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) screen with the centroids plotted for distance 
measurements; 3) and finally, data files of the actual age calculated 
by the regression formulas. 
The computer method is slower than the visual counting technique, 
however, it does permit information to be gathered which previous has 
been overlooked such as dmax (the maximum distance across a feature), 
centroid plots (the calculated center of an object) and area values. 
Dmax, centroid plots and area values are difficult to measure from a 
· standard microscope without expensive measuring attachments so all 
visual counting procedu.res ignore them. The results obtained for dmax, . 
centroid plots and area values will be·analyzed in a later paper after 
a significa�tly larger sample is obtained. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Kerley (1963, 1965) devised a method for age determination based 
on microscopic analysis of a bone sample using regression formulas to 
obtain the age of individual specimens. The data for these formulas 
were derived from-microscopic ex�mination of cross-sections of human 
long, bones of 88 males and 29 females (Kerley, 1965:· 151). In order to 
categorize these microscopic age changes and establish a system of age 
determination based on them, 126 ground cross-sections of the femur, 
tibia and fibula were examined microscopically (Kerley, 1965: 149). A 
bone sample was removed from the mid-shaft of a·long bone.for a specimen 
whose age, sex and medical record was known. This section was then 
thinned, ground, mounted on a slide and aged by microscopic examination. 
. . 
Osteones, Non-Haversian canals and fragments bf osteones were counted 
-for four fields of vision. Also, the percent of circumferential lamellar 
bone was estimated. Kerley (1_965) defined these features in the 
following manner: 
(1) Osteones - �n Osteon or Haversia� system (Fig. 1-a) is recog­
nized in cros�-section as a vascular canal surrounded by concentric 
lamellae, whic� contain rather ev�rily spaced osteocytes in their 1acunae. 
-Around the entire periphery of the osteon there is a·reversal line that 
marks the area where osteoclastic resorption stopped and was followed by 
new bone formation. 
(2) Fragments - As osteoclasts burrow cha�nels through Haversian 
bone, fragments of old osteones (Fig. 1-b) may surround the edge of the 
4 
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(a) Osteonea (b) ·Fragments 
(c) er, Lamellar Bone (d) Non-Haversian Canals 
Figure 1. The f eatuires of osteon counting. 
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channel and remain after resorption ceases and replacement begins. 
These fragments increase in number with age as more and more old osteones 
are partly destroyed. In old age, virtually every complete osteon is 
surrounded by the fragments of several older ones. 
(3) Circumferential lamellar bone - Circumferential lamellar bone 
(Fig. 1-c} is composed of evenly spaced bands, or lamellae, that run 
parallel to each other around the outer part of the cortex. It appears 
as birefringent sheets in polarized light and can be distinguished by 
its long, parallel fibers. Circumferential lamellar bone is a prominent 
feature of childhood. 
(4) Non-Haversian canals - All primary vascular channels, including 
those that have filled in partly with concentric lamellae to form primary 
osteones or pseudo-Haversian Systems, are vascular canals that are formed 
by the inclusion of small, peripheral blood vessels into bone by the 
rapid expansion of the cortex in the diameter of bone matrix (Fig. 1-d}. 
Since these canals are formed at the same time as the surrounding 
lamellar bone, they represe.nt unremodeled bone. Internal remodeling of 
the bone is represented by osteones which fi 11 spaces .1 eft by osteo-
cl asti c reabsorption. Viewed with polarized light, the primary osteon 
can be distinguished from the secondary ·osteon by the lamellar bone 
surrounding it. The primary osteon has no sharp reversal or cement 
line around it, and the surrounding bone is vague and poorly defined. In 
the secondary osteon, the lam�llae surrounding it run straight to the 
reversal line and stop abruptly (where they were destroyed by osteo­
clasts during the resorptive phase}. 
These values or counts are. applied (four field total except percent 
of lamellae bone} to the appropriate·regression formula to estimate age. 
In the case of percent of lamellar bone an average is used for the 
estimated amounts of the four fields. Figure 2 shows a cross-section 
of the femur with Kerley's four fields. These fields were also used 
to examine the specimens of this research project. Kerley {1963, 1965) 
also set up a profile chart system which worked well when there were 
scores for more than one bone. Ubelaker {1978) and Stewart {1979) have 
an explanation of this scheme as well as the profile charts. 
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Anthropologists such as Ahlqvist and Damsten {1969) , Ortner {1970, 
1975, 1976) and Ubelaker {1977, 1978) have reworked and modified Kerley's 
original histological _investigation. Ahlqvist and Damsten propose the 
use of an ocular square-ruled network because a round field such as 
Kerley used presents problems. A square-ruled_ network eliminates the 
need to move the microscope in order to see the features on the edge of 
· the field, since only .features in the 100 square network are counted. 
One difficulty concerns distinguishing osteones from fragments. There 
is always uncertainty in deciding in a cluster of·osteones which is a 
whole osteon or a fragment in spite of Kerley's definition of an osteon. 
Kerley's definition of a recognizable osteon was one that contained 80% 
or more of its area and had the canal intact. Application of this 
criterion is difficult to determine in older aged individuals. Fragm�nts 
include osteones that have discernible encroachment by subsequent 
generations of osteones and are exemplified by arcs of concentric 
lamellae between newer psteones {Kerley, 1965: 162). Secondly, the 
possibility exists for a rough estimation of the percent of circumferential 
lamellar bone in a circular field. To alleviate these problems, Ahlqvist 
and Damsten's technique require an ocular square-ruled network super­
imposed on the sections. The network contains 100 squares, and the 
0 Kerley 
O Ahlqvl•t and Damaten 
Figure 2. A cross-section of bone with 
the four fields of vision. 
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n�mber of squares more than half filled with osteones and osteon frag­
ments are counted. The percentage of bone covered by these structures is 
obtained directly from the determinations. Kerley never explained in 
his 1965 article how to estimate the percent of circumferential lamellar 
bone. In this way.the determination of the type of those structures 
located along the borders of the visual field is easier in the Ahlqvist 
and Damsten method than with Kerley's original technqiue, since in the 
latter, one is often forced to move the specimen (Ahlqvist and Damsten, 
1969: 207-8). Finally, there is difficulty in deciding the kind of 
structure in proximity of the limits of a circular visual field with 
dark edges without moving the specimen, the number of such structures 
being large in a visual field. of this magnitude (Ahlqvist· and Damsten, 
1969:210). Another change made by Ahlqvist and Damsten is to reposition 
the fields (Fig. 2) to avoid the inmediate region of the linea aspera, 
an area thought to contain more non-age related variability. Kerley 
. . 
used the linea aspera, where muscle attachment occurs, in his selection 
of fields. Most investigators feel that this field should not be used 
since more remodeling is apparent· from this muscle attachment area.· 
Bouvier and Ubelaker (1977) compare the two methods of osteon 
counting. In their analysis.pre�ision and accuracy are tested. They 
note that Kerley's femoral method is based on an evenly distributed 
. . 
_age sample and one of relatively large �ize, while a smaller sample and 
uneven distribution is found in Ahlqvist and Damsten's sample. This 
seems to have significantly affected the accuracy of age estimates 
· obtained using Ahlqvist and Damsten's method. A present, Kerley's method 
is preferable for accuracy of age estimates (Bouvier and Ubelaker, 1977: 
393-4). It should be noted that the samples used in the comparison 
10 
are of Kerley's original work and that none of Ahlqvist and Damsten's are 
used, possibly biasing· the sample in Kerley's favor. 
As the result of Ubelaker's re-analysis of Kerley•s· earlier work, 
the regression formulas now used are those in Kerley and Ubelaker (1978) 
or Ubelaker (1978). To resolve the problem of field size which occurred 
when Ubelaker attempted to use Kerley's formulas in his monograph (1974), 
Kerley and Ubelaker re-examined with a calibrated field size the sections 
used in the original Kerley study. After checking different microscopes 
thought to have been used by Kerley, the stage micrometer field size 
of l.62ntn was established instead of the 1.25mn field size as originally 
reported by �erley. All counts were then compared with the original 
findings confirming that the field size was about 1. 62mm ·(Kerley and 
Ubelaker, 1978: 545). 
An approach applying osteon counting to disease was attempted 
by Ortner in his doctoral dissertation (1970). He used osteon counting 
to examine interrelationships �etween effects of aging and disease on 
m.i cromorpho 1 ogy o.f human bone. Ortner demonstra�ed that a 1 coho 1 ism and 
arteriosclerosis effect bone development. Beyond these problems there 
are undoubtedly a number of disease processes which can simulate the 
effects of either alcoholism or arteriosclerosis {Ortner, 1970: 61). 
However, Ortner does not recontnend utilizing them in any specific identi­
fication situation, but presents them to demonstrate the potential for 
saying something about .the general health of the specimen. 
Singh ·and Gunberg (1970) have also devised an alternative to the 
Kerley method of osteon counting. Their sample consisted of 59 cadavers 
with a 1cm by 1cm square section removed from the mandible. The count 
consisted of the total number of osteones in two fields (not an average), 
the average number of lamellae per osteon in both fields and average 
Haversian canal diameter. · These values were then applied to their 
regression formula to achieve an age estimate. 
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Most recently, Laughlin and his associat-e Thompson at the Univer-
sity of Connecticut have been using a core sampling technique to do 
osteon counting. Thompson (1979} states in a paper that the purpose 
of his·study is to: 1} propose a histological method of estimating age 
at death in skeletons primarily beyond 50 years of age utilizing a small 
core of cortical bone; 2} to provide an objective method for quantifying 
cortical bone microstructures -used in age estimation; 3} and to examine 
the feasibility of obtaining estimates of age at death from bones of the 
upper and lower extremities (Thompson� 1979: 2}. In addition, Thompson's 
procedure also includes cortical thickness, bone density and bone 
mineral content, data which would be difficult for.most individuals to 
acquire without expensive equipment and training. The use of the core 
technique would not destroy the bone specimen, since the drilled hold 
could be plugged to give strength to the bone, unlike the cross-section 
method where approximately 1 inch of bone is removed leaving the ·bone 
in pieces. The regr�ssion formulas do not exist for the general usage 
of the core technique. I feel that the core technique has potential, 
but.the Kerley method of osteon aging was used. In my technique, 
specimen preparation consists of the cross-section style similar to 
Kerley's method. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Material in this study consists of four slides loaned to me ·by 
Ellis R. Kerley and seven Forensi.c Anthropology cases from the Anthro­
pology Department at The University of Tennessee, Knoxville. The sample 
contains five females and six males with ages ranging from 1 7  to 83 years . 
Two-of The University of Tennessee; Knoxville specimens are of estimated 
age based on other morpho 1 ogica 1 criteria· (Tab 1 e 1). A 11 of The 
University of Tennesse�, Knoxville cases �ere prepared by me in the thin 
section laboratory of the Department of Anthropology. 
Approximately a 2.54cm section was removed from the midshaft of 
the left femur for each specimen. This section was cleaned and prepared 
for cutting on an Isomet slow speed saw manufactured by Buehler Ltd. 
Most samples were halved as the equipment could not cut a whole cross­
section. All information pertaining to saw calibration was recorded so· 
that each half specimen would be cut closely t.o its counterpart. After 
cutting, a metric micrometer was used to measure specimen thickness. 
A thickness of 70
.
to 105 microns is preferred .. The Isomet saw was capable 
of consistently removing a 90 micron section. The hand grinding is done 
using 400 and 600 grid Buehler prepared grinding surfaces which are then 
used on the Minimet .Polisher. A final polish, using_six micron diaroond 
paste to remove scratches, was done b�fore cleaning in an ultrasoni� 
cleaner for 20 minutes. The last step was to permanently mount the 
specimen on a 1 by 3 inch slide using Paramount as a mounting medium� 
Figure 3 graphically illustrates the preparation and mounting of a specimen. 
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79 American White 
83 ? 
69 American White 
34 American White 
(18-21)* American Black 
28 American White 
43 American Black 
(17-20)* American Black 
38 ·American White 
· 65 American White 




Step 1. removal of mldshaft 
Step 2. halving the section 
Step 3. cutting the thin section 
Step. 5. cleaning with ultrasonics 
e1111cro@ 
®® 
Step 4. hand grinding 
Step 6 .. mounting specimen on slide 
I Slide COYer 
• I 
specimen Information 
Figure 3. Specimen preparation. 
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A Reichert transmitted-light interfact contrast Zetopan research 
microscope was used to obtain the photographic record. This particular 
microscope does not have true polarized light, but its ·artificial polar� 
ized light works well enough for a visual observation; therefore, I feel 
there was no problem in the photographic process. The user of·this 
type of microscope must be careful to get t�e settings correct since 
there are two separate optical units involved. Each has to be set on 
lOx so with the eyepiece of lOx, a 100 power field is examined. Attached 
to this microscope is a fully automatic Nikon photographic system. (Be­
cause of an interchangeabl� backing), this system allowed 35nm photography 
as well as Polaroid films. A more expensive type of film, 667 Polaroid 
coaterless, is used since a fixative does not have to be �pplied to .the 
pictures after development. (Color pictures were taken with the notion 
that the edges of the features would be more apparent than in black and 
white photographs. However, color photographs did not enhance the details 
of the picture sufficiently to justify the expense of the film; therefore, 
all pictures are in black and white. ) This type of film records one­
third of the field at a time so nine pictures are required to photograph 
one field. Approximately two hours are necessary to photograph one sample. 
After focusing the specimen so t�e periosteum is just visible in 
the image, the location of ·the field is·sketched on a record sheet and 
the scale values of the stage platform recorded. The first picture, then 
represents the origin picture (center of the mosaic) for the nine total 
pictures. By moving the stage platform up and down and from side to side, 
each separate picture is recorded and taken. There is some overlap on the 
pictures whi�h is used in mosaicing the individual pictures into a 
representative field (Fig. 4) . Preparing the mosaic accurately again 
16 
Figure 4. Mosaic of a typical field (reduced 50%).· 
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requires approximately 45 minutes per field. The mosaic of the specimen 
is ready to be entered into the computer. 
Computer Methodology 
Using a PDP 11/40 minicomputer the picture mosaic is digitized and 
entered into the computer for further calculations. Appendix A, is the 
the listing·of the program, TENTAB.FOR, by which the tablet allows the 
data to be digitized. These data bases are then applied to several other 
programs, OCANM, INTERP, UN ITE and HOLMES, whose listings are Appendices 
B, C, D, and E, respectively. 
Before actually digitizing a sample, one has to log onto the com­
puter, allocate a disk drive and mount a magnetic disk in order to record 
. the output from the computer. The picture mosaic is then taped to the 
tablet along with a miniature version of the menu (subroutines of conunands 
for digitizing data, Fig. 5). RUN TENTAB will cause the computer to 
execute TENTAB.FOR, the program to digitize the data by means of an 
interactive graphics tablet. Since the CRT screen is used, a visual 
image as well as directives of the program appears on the screen for the 
users viewing. The directives are used to guide the user through the 
program. 
First, the computer requires a name, OSTIN. DAT, for input informa­
tion which is typed in at the terminal. Next. the menu is located from 
six points entered left to right and eight left side points top to bottom. 
To verify that the menu is entered correctly, the computer draws the men� 
on the CRT screen. If incorrect, the menu can be re-entered before pro­
ceeding. The program is ready for the options to be selected. Selecting 
the origin box permits the location of x and y coordinates to be recorded 
as well as drawn on. the CRT screen. This option.must be used with the 
(10 , 600 )






























































Figure 5. The control menu of TENTAB.FOR. 
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Xmax box which establishes the horizontal axis. A single point or multiple 
data points can be used to gather data. Because of the rate of trans­
mission of data to the computer by the tablet, a single point mode is 
used. Another pair of options to use are the inking and symbol boxes. 
When chosen the CRT screen will draw the lines between data points and 
record a number there which refers to a type of osteon counting feature. 
Figure 6 represents a hardcopy of a typically entered field showing some · 
of the options used. A final pair of options permits an accurate count 
(!count) and type (Itype) of a feature. These are changed and incremented 
by the user when proceeding from one feature to another. 
To determine that the exact field was entered into the computer, 
the stage micrometer was photographed. By means of mathematical equations 
which will be discussed later, the 1.48mm field size of this particular 
microscope represented a circle with a 7.45 inch diameter. To be certain 
of entering only this size diameter circular field, a template was made 
·from cl�ar acetate film which, when centered over the origin picture, 
recreates the field as viewed under the microscope. Each feature is 
recorded in the following system: 1) osteones; 2)Non-Haversian.canals; 
3) fragments; 4) osteones on the edge of the field; 5) reabsorption 
spaces or holes; 6) boundary of the field; 7) and· unknown features. 
Type features one to five and seven must be digitized before number six 
boundary feature. When all features are entered, the file is stored on 
a magnetic disk by the menu selection save/clean box. The computer asks 
f9r an output file name (OSTOUT.DAT) which is typed -in from the terminal. 
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Figure 8.' A typical digitized field (reduced 25%). 
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RUN OCANM is the next program i.n calculating an age estimate at 
death. This program redraws the poi'nts stored in the x and y coordinates 
of OSTOUT . DAT and calculates area and dmax while plotting the centroids 
(Fig . 7) . Again the computer asks for an input file (OSTOUT. DAT) and 
two output file names (SIZE.DAT and DIAM. DAT) for recording area and 
maximum distance across an osteon counting feature . The S IZE.OAT informa­
tion is used to calculate area information. The formula for this was 
based on arc setments. 
Area = i[(X1 Y2·� X2Y3 :· . ·: XN-lyN: XNYl) 
-(X2Y1: X3Y2 +. • ·: XNYN-1 : XlYN)] 
This formula came from Chasen (1978: 190) . DIAM .DAT is a file of 
maximum distances across an osteon counting feature. Because of a lack 
of sufficient sample size, neither DIAM.DAT nor the �entroid plots 
were used in distance measurements . 
The third step in calculating an estimate of age at death is to 
RUN INTERP. This program shows the number of osteon counting features 
and �alculates the percent of circ�mferential lamellar bone. As a require­
ment of most computer programs again an output file (OSTOUT.DAT) is typed 
in at the terminal. This program also requires a separate input file 
(SIZE.DAT) to perform the percent of circumferential lamellar bone 
calculation. The results are stored in a file (RESULT.DAT) which in 
turn is entered when t�e computer prompts the user for it. While the 
calculations are being ·done, the terminal displays on the·CRT screen the 
count and type of the individual features. Finally, the percent of 
circumferential lamellar bone is displayed on the CRT screen. The values 
of osteones, Non-Haversian canals, fragments, reabsorption spaces, other 
features and percent of circumferential lamellar bone are stored in 
22 
Figure 7. The centroid plots of Figure 6. 
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RESULT. DAT (Fig. 8). To obtain a printed copy of the results, type PRINT 
RESULT.DAT at the terminal. 
After all four fields have been stored into the computer, the 
next program is used. The user types RUN UNITE. This program utilizes 
the four RESULT:DAT files which are numbered in sequence together so 
all four fields are represented by one total count and the percent of 
lamellar bone is an average for the four fields. First, all individual 
RESULT . DAT fi.les are entered into .the computer by typing them· in at the 
terminal. The output from this coalition is stored into the output file 
(UNITE.DAT) . 
RUNE HOLMES executes the 1 ast .and most important of the computer 
pro�rams since the correcting factors are added here and the actual age 
is calculated. This program corrects for d1fferences in unit size and 
differences in microscope field sizes. These values along with either 
individual RESULT. DAT files or UNITE.DAT file are applied correcting 
factors and then the computer calculates the age for the appropriate 
regression formula(s). The first step in this program is to enter either 
. the RESULT.DAT OR UNITE.DAT file. The newly created output from this 
program is stored in .HOLMES.DAT. . Step two consists of correcting for 
scaling factors and converts all units to millimeters. · 
Part one of this problem is �agnification for the radius of the 
microscope and that of the photograp�. If r = microscope radius as 
measured from the stage micrometer and R = radius photograph measured 
across the picture in inches, one can change. the photograph radius from 
.inches to mi 11 imeters by multiplying by 25 . '41T1T1/i n. 
r = . 74nm, this is one-half of 1.481T1T1 field size 
R = 3.725 in = 3.725 x 25.4 = _94. 62mm photo to millime�ers 
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Then the magnification ratio is: 
M = .R, = 94 · 62 = 127 86 r . 74 
A distance is magnified by the ratio M. Since R = Mr, therefore, an 
area is changed by the square of M. Thus, the two areas are equal. 
"microscope 
Amicroscope 
2 · = � (.74) 
2 
= � (.R.)2 = R2 = Area on Photo M M M2 
"microscope = 3. 1415927 (0. 5476) = (3. 1415927) (. 5476417) 
"microscope = 1.72mn = 1. 72mn 
The second part of this problem is discretization. The tablet 
contains 1024 points/10 inches and the points are .248mm apart. The 
tablet numbers are in inches x 100. So a radius / measured in tablet 
units must first be. converte� to millimeters to be equal to R. 
3.725 x 100 is the radium in tablet numbers = 372. 5 
R = 3�605 X 25 . 4  = 94 . 62mm 
2 
therefore, Area of Microscope = � = 3. 1415927(1:���:i: ) = 1.72mm 
25 
Because the a�eas calculated are the same, one can write a program com­
puting area based on this information. HOLMES calculates area by two 
methods so the user types in 0, 1 or 2 at the terminal when prompted. 
The number two calculates area by both means. (Zero is derived on a 
method using number of ·points and one is derived from the photograph 
directly. ) For the exact computer listing, see appendix on HOLMES . 
Step three corrects the observer's microscope field size (measured 
by stage mic'rometer) to Kerley ' s  revised data as es.tablished by Ubelaker ' s  
re-evaluation of the .Kerley method (Kerley and Ubel.aker, 1978). The 
value for stage field size correction is calculated by dividing 
26 
observer's area into Kerley's area and multiplying this value by the 
counts for osteones, fragments and Non-Haversian canals. According to 
Ubelaker and Kerley the percent of circumferential lamellar bone is not 
effected. 
Step four is used only . if one is using a RESULT.DAT file. Step 
four takes the individual field and multiplied osteones, fragments and 
Non-Haversian canals by four so the values can be used in the regression 
formula(s). 
In step five the user selects bone type (femur, tibia or fibula) 
and the appropriate regression formula(s) associated with them. Once 
again the computer prompts the user by asking for bone type. The individual 
types O for femur, 1 for tibia or 2 for fibula at the terminal. After 
completing this, the computer displays on the CRT: YOUR REGRESSION 
FORMULA (S) ARE: 1 OSTEONES, 2 NON-HAVERSIAN CANALS, 3 F�GMENTS and 4 
PERCENT OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL LAMELLAR BONE. The user types in one of the 
numbers or any combination to calculate the age. The program gives an 
age in plus or minus standard deviation of years. Figure 9 depicts a 
typical HOLMES.DAT output file. To get a printing of the age values 
the 4ser types PRINT HOLMES.DAT. 
The next chapter w1 11· discuss the results obtained from analyses 
of the data generated from the HOLMES.DAT computations. 
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Table 2 displays the raw data of the actual age and the ·computed 
age for each specimen examined. In all cases there is a four field total 
· and a score for each individual field designated as A {anterior :field), 
B {posterior field) , C {medial field) and · D (lateral field). In samples 
(73-1) and (75-3) there are two sets of values represented since they 
were aged morphologically. Si x cases (940302, 107440, 73-1, 74-5, 75-3 
and 79-13) of the 11 total have a range where all four fields bracketed 
the actual age. This represents a poor 55 percent. Individual fields 
A and B did worse than the four field total as they have 45 percent and 
36 percent age ranges bracketing the known age. Field C is the least 
productive field and has only 18 percent of the ranges bracketing the 
known age. Finally, field D has a 45 percent score of ranges bracketing 
the known age. Only five cases have a range mean age value whose age is 
within plus or minus five years of the known age with case (940302) only _ 
. 5  older than the actual age giyen. Three more cases are within plus 
or minus 10 years of the known age . At plus or minus 15 years of the 
known age only one cases is added. Only one case is within the plus 
or minus 20 years of the actual age category . There are two cases 
(947366 and 1062496) which are more than 20 years away from the known 
age. The individual four fields are similar to the four field total 
for range me�n age value versus the known age . 
Field A has three cases (73-1, 74-2 and 79-13) whose range mean 
age values are within plus or minus five years of the known age. Three 
28 
Table 2. Raw Data of Actual Age and Computed Age. 
Case Actual Total Age Age Field 
Number Sex Age Four Fiel ds A 
Range X Range X 
940302 F 41 · 40-43 41. 5 32 32 
947366 F 79 53- 56 54·. 5 61 - 72 66 . 5  
1 062496 M 83 52- 53 52 . 5  · 50- 51 50 . 5  
1 07440 M 69 49-80 64 . 5  49- 70 59 . 5  
72- 3  M 34 42-ti5 43 . 5  50- 52 51 
73- 1 F ( 1 8-21 )*  20-25  22 . 5  21 - 23 22 
74- 2 M 28 1 4- 1 9 1 6 . 5 1 9-32 25 . 5  
74- 5 F 43 25-46 ' 35 . 5 1 9-46 32 . 5  
75- 3 F ( 1 7- 20 ) * ' 1 9- 26 22 . 5  27-46 36 . 5  
79 .. 1 3  M 38 32- 39 35 . 5  34-46 40 
80-6 M 65  46 46 50- 55 52 . 5  
Age Field 
8 .  
Range X 
30-40 35 
1 8-46 32 
27-46 36 . 5  
39-93 66 
45-84 64 .; 5  
30-41 35 . 5 
27-46 36 . 5  
23-46 34 . 5  
6- 1 7  1 1 . 5 
25- 32 28 . 5  






51 -75  63  
53-60 56 . 5  
53-.64 58 . 5  
27-32 29 . 5 
23-55  39 
4- 1 5  9 . 5 
31 -46 38 . 5  
1 2-32 22 
30- 32' 31 








57- 1 09 83 
34-39 36 . 5 
1 2  1 2  
1 5-2 1  1 8  
1 9-46 32 . 5  
23-32  27 . 5 
32-46 39 




cases are within plus or minus 10 years of the known age. Plus or minus 
15 years of the known age increases the results of the two cases. Three 
cases are within plus or minus 20 years of the known age . However, one 
case (1062496) is more than 20 years away from the actual age. 
Field B has one case (107440) whose range mean age value is within 
plus or minus five years of the known age. Six cases are within plus o� 
minus 10 years of the known age. Plus or minus 15 years of the known 
age adds two cases to the result scores. One case is within plus or . minus 
20 years of the known age, while three cases are more than 20 years away 
from the actual age. 
Field C has three cases (72-3, 74�5 and 75-3) whose range mean age 
values are within plus or minus five years of the real age. Within plus 
or minus 10 years of the known age the count shows one case . Two cases 
are within plus or minus 15 years of the actual age. There are four 
cases within the 20 years of the known age category, and two cases are 
more than 20 years away from the actual age. 
Field D has three cases (940302, 72-3 and 79-13) whose range mean . 
age values are within plus or minus five years of the known age . Within 
plus or minus 10 years of the known age are four more cases . Six cases 
are within plus or minus 15 years of the actual age and no cases are 
within plus or minus 20 years of the known age . Finally, �here are no 
cases more than 20 years away from the known age . This suggests that 
there may exist the po�sibility of using only one field for osteon 
counting, but further research will need to be done to see if this trend 
continues in a larger sample. 
Some of the output data fro� the disk cont�ins information on the 
individual osteon counting features. Their computed range and range mean 
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age values along with the known age are presented in Table 3. The 
results in the column labeled four field have been discussed previously. 
Osteones represent the first feature evaluated. 
Osteones only have four cases with the range mean age values 
containing the actual age for a 36 percent accuracy score. The seven speci­
mens missed showed five cases lower than the actual age and two cases 
higher than the known age. This suggests that either osteones were 
recorded as some other feature or an error .(such as poor photograph 
quality) existed in recording features. 
Non-Haversian canals did better with six cases containing the 
range mean age values for a 55 percent accuracy level. The five cases 
missed showed two lower than and three higher than the known age. However, 
three of the cases missed because the regression formula for Non-Haversian 
canal will result in an age of 46 to 71 years when a zero value is 
entered. If . 71 is the lowest-maximum value of the age range and the 
sample is older than 71 years of age the program underages the specimen. 
Again, fragments · have only a 36 percent accuracy with. only four 
cases bracketing the known age . Out of . the seven cases missed, six are 
lower and only one case is higher than the actual age . . This also suggests 
that fragments were not properly identified . They a�e either entered as 
something else or not located in the original photographs. As stated 
earlier, perhaps those disregarded features on the edge of the fields 
should have been added �o fragments. 
The percent of circumferential lamellar bone has the. highest 
number of range mean age values bracketing th� known age . There are 
seven cases bracketing the actual age for a 64 percent level of ac'curacy. 
All four sped.mens which are aged incorrectly are lower than the known 
Table 3. Raw Data of Features Versus Actual Age. 
Total for 
Case Actual Four Fields 
Number Sex Ag_e_ Ra-n_ge X 
940302 F 41 40-43 41 . 5  
947366 F 79 53-56 54 . 5  
1062496 M 83 52-53 52 . 5  
107440 M 69 49-80 64 . 5  
72-3 M 34 42-45 43 . 5  
73-1 F ( 18-21 ) *  20-25 22 . 5  
74-2' M 28 · 14-19 16 . 5  
74-5 F 43 25-46 ·45 . 5 
75-3 F (17-20 )*  19-26 22 . 5  
79-13 M 38 32-39 35 . 5  














*Age determined by other morphological criteria. 
Non-Haversian 
X Range X 
43 39-63 46 
57 46-71 58 . 5  
52 46-71 58. 5 
89. 5 46-71 58. 5 
51 29-54 41 . 5 
27 11-35 23 
21 14-39 26 . 5  
16 46-71 58. 5  
14 26-51 38 . 5  
23 39-63 51 
















18-43 30. 5 
28-53 40 . ·5 
26-52 39 
24-49 36. 5 
20-45 32. 5 
0-20 . , o 
3-28 15 . 5  
20-45 32. 5  
2-27 14. 5 
13-38 25 . 5  





age. The proble� with this category of osteon counting feature will be 
discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
Individual Field Data 
First, the location of the field is examined to see if one is 
better than another. for determining age. The results do not support 
any trend; however, the lateral field shows mor� promise than the other 
fields. I feel that the lateral field is the best for osteon count�ng . 
since all the cases containing the actual age are within plus or minus 
15 years . of the known age. Of the fields whose range mean age values 
bracketed the known age the results show that the posterior field has 
four cases, medial two cases, and · lateral and anterior have five cases 
each. 
Table 4 l1 sts the ranges and range mean age values for the individual 
fields and the actual age. There were a total of forty-four individual 
ranges for each osteon counting feature. Osteones had 18 out of 44 
ranges containing actual age for a 41 percent accuracy, and those cases 
which are within pl us or minus three years of the known age only improve 
accuracy to 23 out of 44 or 52 percent accuracy. Th� accuracy of ranges 
bracketing the real age for Non-Haversian canals was 45 percent. Adding 
plus or minus three years of the known age to the scores improved accuracy 
to 26 out of 44 or ·60 percent. Fragments are the worst feature for 
accuracy as only 10 out of 44 scores or 23 percent contain the known age. 
Those ranges within plus or minus three years of the known age incr�ase 
accuracy to 1 6  out of 44 or 36 percent. Again this suggests fragments 
are missing in the initial scor�ng. Kerley (1965) had suggested that 
at least fragments of the fibula would by itself generally predict age 
Table 4. Indivi dual Field Data Showing Range and Mean Values as Opposed to Real Age. 
Osteones Non-Haversian Fragments - -
Case Number Actual Age . F i eld # Range X Range ·x Range X 
940302 41 A 19-38 28. 5 32-57 44. 5 18-32 25 
B 36-55 45 � 5  46-71 58. 5 60-74 67 
C 40-58 49 32-57 44. 5 18-32 25 
D 43-61 52 46-71 58. 5 18-32 25 
947366 79 A 75-93 84 46-71 58. 5 64-78 71 
B 0-18 9 46-71 58. 5 13-27 20 
C 75-93 · 84 46-71 58. 5 60-74 67 
D 71'-89 80 46-71 58. 5 72-86 79 
1062496 83 A 55-74 64 . 5  46-71 58. 5 70-84 77 
B 44-63 53. 5 46-71 58. 5 50-64 57 
C 35-53 44 46-71 58. 5 60-74 . 67 
D 38-56 47 46-71 58. 5 23-37 . 30 
107440 6'9 A 109-128 118. 5 46-71, 58. 5 71-85 78 
B 63-81 72 46-71 58. 5 70-84 77 
C 63-81 72 46-71 58. 5 ' 64-78 71 
D 93-111 102 46-71 58. 5 50-64 57 
72-3· 34 A · 48-66 57 32-57 44. 5 50-64 57 
B 21-39 30 32-57 44. 5 34-48 41 
C 26-44 35 32-57 44. 5 13-37 25 
D 84-102 93 21-45 33 40-54 47 
73-1 (18-21)* A 41-60 50 . 5  32-57 44. 5 ·29-43 36 
B 6-25 15 . 5 12-37 .24. 5 55-69 62 
C 22-40 31 0-22 11 23-37 30 
n 7-26 16. 5 12-37 24. 5 0-12 6 
74-2 28 A 26-44 . 35 46-71 58. 5 13-27 20 
B . 7-26 16 . 5  21-45 33 1-15 8 
C 14-32 23 32-57 44. 5 5-19 12 
D 4-23 13. 5 · 0-20 10 1-15 8 
% Lamellar -
Range X 
21-46 33. 5 
27-52 39 . 5  
5-30 17. 5 
22-47 34. 5 
26-51 38. 5 
0-25 12. 5 
30-55 42. 5 
36-61 48. 5 
43-68 55. 5 
25-51 38 
48-73 60 . 5  
2-27 14. 5 
32-57 44. 5 
24-49 36. 5 
28-53 40. 5 
14-39 26. 5 
27-52 39. 5 
24-49 36. 5 
8-33 20 . 5  
23-48 35. 5 
5-30 17. 5 
0-23 11. 5 
0-21 10. 5 
0-18 9 
29-54 41. 5 
0-18 9 
19-44 31. 5 
0-18 9 
Table 4. {Continued ) 
Ostones Non-Haversian -
Case Number Actual Age Field # Range X Range X 
74-5 
-
43 A 7-26 16. 5 46-71 58. 5 
B 12-31 21. 5 46-71 58.5 
C 6-25 15. 5 46-71 58. 5 
D 3-21 12 46-71 58. 5 
75-'3 {17-20 )*  A · 9-28 18. 5 46-71 58. 5 
B 14-32 23 ' 32-57 44. 5 
C 0-17 8. 5 6-30 18 
D 1-19 10 32-57 44 . 5  
79-13 38 A 1 8-37 27. 5 46-71 58. 5 
B 1 1-30 20 . 5  32-57 44. 5 
C 6-25 15 .- 5 32-57 44 . 5  
D 21-39 30 46-71 58. 5 
80-6 65 A 38-56 47 46-71 58. 5 
B 32-50 41 46-71 58. 5 
C 36-55 45. 5 46-71 58. 5 
D 41-60 50. 5 46-71 58. 5 



















% lamel 1 ar -
Range X 
14-39 26. 5 
32-57 44. 5 
22-50 36 
1 3-38 25.5 
12-37 24. 5 
13-38 25. 5 
0-22 11 
0-20 10 
9�34 21. 5 
16-41 28 . 5 
2-27 14. 5 
28-53 40. 5 
38-63 50. 5 
27-53 40 
37-62 49. 5 




with good reliabil ity. Final l y, the accuracy for those ranges containing 
the actual age for the percent of .ctrcumferential 1 amell ar bone i_s 43 
percent. Those ranges within pl us or minus· 3 years of the known age 
increase percent of circumferentia1 l amel lar bone ac_curacy sli.ghtly with . 
23 out of 44 or 52 percent level of accuracy .. 
Statistical Results 
Since the sample size i.s very smal l, there might be objecti.ons to 
performing a statistical analysi_s of the data .. Howeve.r, the paired' t 
test can be utilized with a smal l sample. For purposes of ·the t test, 
the medtan age of the morphologicall y aged speci_mens is used to mai. ntain 
independent sampling . The formul�� · used are from Baily (1 968 : 46} . 
x = lrx n 
s2 = l{rx2 - l( rx }2 } n n 
s 
rn 
t = X - µ 
s/./n 
The Null Hypothesis is the assumption that the actual age and the range 
mean age values will be the same, therefore µ = 0. Then the t test is 
concerned with whether the mean x· is significantly different from zero . 
. For significance at the 5 percent level of . confidence with 10 degrees of 
freedom (n-1) requies a t  test value of 2. 228 or more. The sign is 
ignored for the t test ·values. The confidence level used is P < 0. 05 
for the tests. Tables 5 - 9 _ contain the information obtained from the 
above calculations for the four field total score and the individual 
fields A - D. Analysis of the t tests shows that the four field total 
(t = l -1. 56 1 }  and the independent fiel ds A (t = l -0.88 1 }, B (T = l -1.30 1 }, 














n = 11 
x = -6 . 59 
2 . .  s = 167 . 54 
s = 3 . 90 
Actual Average Age 
Age 4 Field Total 
41 41. 5 
79 54. 5 
83 52. 5 
69 64. 5 
34 43. 5 
19. 5 22. 5 
28 16. 5 
43 45. 5 
18. 5 22. 5 
38 35. 5 
65 46. 5 
518 445. 5 
X 
+ . 5  
-24. 5 
-30. 5 
- 4. 5 
+ 9. 5 
+ 3 
-11. 5 
+ 2. 5 
+ 4 
- 2. 5 
-18. 5 
-72. 5 















Table 6. t test Data for Field A (anterior). 
Case Actual Average Age 
Number Age Range Fiel d A 
940302 41 32 
947366 79 66. 5 
1062496 83 50. 5 
107440 69 59. 5 '  
72-3 34 51 
73-1 19. 5 22 
74-2 28 25. 5 
74-5 43 32. 5 
75-3 18. 5 36. 5 
79-13 38 40 
80-6 65 52. 5 
n = 1 1  518 468. 5 
x = -4. 05 
s
2 
= 199. 97 
s 
In 
= 4 . 26 
X x2 
- 9 81 
-12. 5 156. 25 
-32. 5 1056. 25 
- 9. 5 90. 25 
+17 · 280 
+ 2. 5 6. 25 
- 2. 5 6. 25 
-10. 5 110. 25 
+18 324 
+ 2 4 
- 7. 5 56. 25 
-44. 5 2179. 75 
t = l -0. 88 1 Degrees of freedom = 10 P = < 0. 05 
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Table 7. t test Data for Field B (posterior ). 
Case Actual Average Age 
Number Age Range Field B 
940302 41 35 
947366 79 32 
1062496 83 36. 5 
107440 69 66 
72-3 34 64. 5 
73-1 19. 5 35·. 5 
74-2 28 36. 5 
74-5 43 34. 5 
75-3 18. 5 11. 5 
79-13 38 28. 5 








+ 8. 5 
- 8. 5 
- 7 
- 9. 5 
-32. 5  
n = 1 1  518 413 -105 
x = -9. 55 
s
2 = 594. 02 
s 













6942. 5  
t � l -1 � 30 J  Degrees of freedom � lO ·P = < 0. 05 
. .  
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Tabl e 8. t test Data for Fi el d C {medial ) .  
Case Actual Average Age 
Number Age Range Fiel d  C 
940302 41 56 
947366 79 63 
1 062496 83 56. 5 
1 07440 69 58. 5 
72- 3 34 29. 5 
73- 1  1 9. 5  39 
74-2 28 9. 5 
74-5 43 38. 5 
75-3 1 8. 5  22 
79- 1 3 38 31 
80-6 65 47 
n = 1 1  5 1 8 450. 5 
x = -6. 1 4  
s
2 
= 202 . 75 
s = 4 . 29 
In 
X x2 
+1 5 225 
- 1 6 256 
-26. 5 702. 25  
- 1 0. 5  1 1 0. 25 
- 4. 5 20 . 25 
+1 9. 5  380. 25  
- 1 8. 5  342. 25  
- 4. 5 20. 25 
+ 3. 5 1 2. 25 
- 7 49 
- 1 8  324 
-67. 5 2441 . 75 
t = l - 1 . 43 I Degrees of freedom = 1 0  P = < 0 . 05 
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Table 9. t test Data for Field D {lateral). 
Case Actual Average Age 
Number Age Range Fiel d D 
940302 41 39 
947366 79 65 
1062496 83 69 
107440 69 83 
72-3 34 36.5 
73-1 19. 5 12 
74-2 28 18 
74-5 43 32.5 
75-3 18. 5 27. 5 
79-13 38 39 
80-6 65 50 
n = 11 518 471. 5 
x = -4. 23 
s
2 
= 97. 52 
s 
rn = 2 . 97 
X x2 




+ 2. 5 6. 25 
- 7. 5 56. 25 
-10 100 
.:..10. 5 11 o .  25 
+ 9 81 
+ 1 1 
-15 225 
-46. 5 1171. 75 
t = 1 -1 . 42 I · Degrees of freedom = 10 P = < 0. 05 
41 
42 
C (t = 1 -1 .43 1 )  and D{t = l -1 .42 1 )  are not significant. This suggests 
that no field is superior to the others for osteon counting. This does 
not reject the argument that the posterior field should not be used 
because of the muscle attachment area of the linea aspera. However, I 
would reco11111end the posterior field as the least likely field to use as . 
I saw most of the extreme cases of bone remodeling occurring here. 
The t test is used to examine the relationship between age and 
the osteon counting features for the four field total. Tables 1 0  - 1 3  
contain the data used in analysis of these· features. 
Analysis of the t test shows that osteones (t = 1 -1 .37 1 )  and Non­
Haversian canals {t = I 0.02 1 )  are not significant. Fragments (t = 1 -2.36 1 )  
are slightly significant and will be discussed iri the next chapter. 
Finally, the percent of circumferential lamellar bone . (t = l -4.1 3 1 )  is 
highly significant for a confidence level of P < 0.05. The implication 
of this t test score suggests that percent of circumferential lamellar 
bone is not a viable criterion of -osteon aging. I feel that the problem 
originates with the fact th�t Kerley and Ubelaker's {1 978) revised 
regression formula is derived from a visual estimate and the computer 
actually measures the percent of circumferential lamellar bone. For 
example, the visual percent of circumferential lamellar bone might be 
estimated as 3 to 5 percent, but the computer will register a higher 
percentage such as 8 to 10 percent. When applied to the regression 
formula the result for the computer will underage the subject. The 
higher the percent of circumferential lamellar bone calculated the younger 
the individual age estimate will be. Chapter 5 will discuss the problem 
. of circumferential lamellar bone. Other general statements, however, can 
be made from the results. 
Table 10. t test Data for Four Field Osteones. 
Case Actual Average Age 
Number Age Range X 
940302 41 43 + 2 
947366 79 57 -22 
1062496 83 52 -31 
107440 69 89. 5 +20. 5 
72-3 34 51 +17 
73-1 19. 5 27 + 7. 5 
74-2 28 21 - 7 
74-5 43 16 -27 
75-3 . 18 . 5 14 - · 4. 5 
79-13 38 ·23 -15 
80-6 65 45 . 5  -19. 5 
n = 11 518 439 -79 
x = -7. 18 
s
2 
= 304 . 66 
s 







56 . 25 
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t = 1 - 1 .  37 I Degrees of freedom = 10 P = < 0. 05 
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Table 11. t test Data for Four Field Non-Haversian Canals. 
Case Actual Average Age 
x2 Number Age Range X 
940302 41 46 + 5 25 
947366 79 68. 5 -20. 5 420. 25 
1062496 83 58. 5 -24. 5 600. 25 
107440 69 58. 5 -10. 5 110. 25 
72-3 34 41. 5 + .7. 5 · 56. 25 
73-1 '19. 5 23 + 3. 5 12. 25 
74-2 28 26. 5 - 1. 5 2. 25 
-74-5 43 58. 5 +15. 5 240. 25 
75-3 18. 5 38. 5 +20 400 
79-13 38 51 +13 169 
80-6 65 58. 5 - 6. 5 42. 25 
n = 11 518 529 + 1 2078 
x = • 09 · 
s
2 
= 207. 7 
s 
In = 4 . 34 
t = 1 0. 02 1  Degrees of freedoms · = 10 P = < 0 . 05 
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Table 12. t test Data for Four Field Fragments. 
Case Actual Average Age 
x2 Number A9e Range X 
940302 41 36 ' - 5 25 
947366 79 63 -16 256 
1062496 83 60 -23 529 
107440 69 72 + 3 9 
72-3 34 41 + 7 · . 49 
73-1 19. 5 32 +12. 5 156. 25 
74-2 28 12 -16 256 
74-5 · 43 18 -25 625 
75-3 18. 5 12. 5 - 6 36 
79-13 38 28 -10 100 
80-6 65 29 -36 1296 
n = 11 518 403. 5 -114. 5 3337. 25 
x = -10. 41 
s
2 = 214. 54 
s 
rn = 4. 41 
t = l -2. 36 1 Degrees· of freedom = 10 .P = < 0 . 05 
Table 13. t test Data for Four Field Percent Lamellar Bone. 
Case Actual - Average Age 
x2 Number Age Range X 
940302 41 30. 5 -10. 5 110. 25 
947366 79 40. 5 -38. 5 1482. 25 
1062496 83 39 -44 1936 
107440 69 36. 5 -32. 5 1056. 25 
72-3 34 32. 5 - 1. 5 2. 25 
73-1 19. 5 10 - 9. 5 90. 25 
74-2 28 15. 5 -12. 5 156. 25 
74-5 43 32. 5 -10. 5 110. 25 
75-3 18. 5 14. 5 - 4 16 
79-13 38 25. 5 -12. 5 156. 25 
80-6 65 46. 5 -18. 5 342. 25 
n = 11 518 323. 5 -194. 5 5458. 25 
x = -17. 68 
s
2 
= 201. 91 
s 
rn = 4 . 28 
t = 1 -4. 13 1 Degrees of freedom = 10 P = < 0. 05 
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The primary purpose of this thesis is to show the feasibility· of 
doing osteon counting by computer. Unfortunately, a sample size of 
11 cases, with several aged only by morphological criteria, does not 
permit as much insight as one might obtain from a �ample of one hundred 
specimens. It is dJfficult to determine what is the cause when the 
computer age did. not coincide with the actual age. · Some of the error 
might be attribufed to faulty logic in the programs· or in the way data 
are digitized. Another possible source of error mig�t be due to the 
. . 
lack of a complete medical history for the samples. .Since Ortner (1970) 
has shown previously that alcoholism and arteriosclerosis affects osteon 
counting as w�ll as other bone related diseases such as bone cancer, the 
lack of a medical history may play a large part in age differences. 
However, probably the key factor in age differences is in the way by 
which features are identified. In his study, Kerley (1965) moves the 
microscope to identify features on the edge of the field � This suggests 
that the field actually is enlarge�. Therefore, in this study, features 
on the edge are counted independently with half being assigned to osteones. 
The other half is not used and perhaps in several cases when the fragment 
count appears low the disregarded amount should be used for fragment 
counts. Yet, another possibility of error is with the correcting factor 
des�ribed in Kerley and Ubelaker • s  (1978) article. After much debate, 
they finally decided on which microscope Kerley used in his initial 
investigation and then .re-examined Kerley • s  material. The results seemed 
satisfactory so the field size was established at l.62rm,. This could 
still be in error and the result would _ show a difference between age 
calculated and the known age. One source of error . related to the 
regression formula (s) is with the percent of circumferential lamellar bone. 
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Since the computer actually calculates the percent of circumferential 
lamellar bone instead of being a visual estimat�, I feel there would be 
an error of some nature especiall y  with the age of younger individuals. 
The error with the percent of circumferential lamellar bone does not in­
volve the cases of younger individual s .  Most of the· trouble is with the 
age group over 60 years of age as the values tended to underage these 
specimens. To eliminate some of the problems with the percent of cir­
cumferential lamellar bon�, I . decided to develop a new regression formula 
for percent of lamellar bone. The next chapter wil l discuss ·the resul ts 
of this formula. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
Using _percent of circumferential lamellar bone as an age deter-
_ minant is shown to be questionable by the t test score ( j -4. 1 3 1 )  of 
Table 1 3 ,  when calculated by Kerley and Ubelaker's (1 978) regression 
formula with my data. At the confidence level of P = < 0.05, this t 
test value is highly significant. Since the hypothesis was that computer 
age would be the same as the known age for the specimen, one has to 
speculate there is a problem in utilizing Kerley and Ubelaker's regression 
formula for femur percent of _circumferential lamellar bone with the 
values calculated. by the computer. Kerley and Ubelaker derived their 
formula on a series of visual estimates, while my percent of circum­
ferential · 1 amellar bone was measured mathematically by the computer. To 
verify that Kerley and Ubelaker's method for determining percent of 
circumferential ·1 amellar bone does not work accurately with an actual 
percent of circumferential lamellar bone as measured by the computer, 
I develop�d a regre�sion formula based on the sample data of this study. 
Table 1 4  contains the data used in establishi ng my regressi on 
formula. 
Y = -1 . 40 (x) + 92. 38 plus or minus 13 .�2 
The slope of the line is -1 . �0 and the intercept of the line is 92.38 . 
. Standard error of estimation (plus or minus 13.82) is calculated from 
the mean square of the residuals. To check the reliability of the 
regression formula an F test for significance was done. The result 
(F = 1 9. 07) when looked up in a table of values for F tests was significant 
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Table 14. Regression Formula Data. 
x (% )  y x2 y2 













n = 11 
EX = 374 . 1 1  x = 34. 082 
Ey = 518 
. y 2 47. 091 
l:X2 = 14 , 625 . 11 














S. D .  of y = 23 . 15 
S.D. of x =·13. 61 
xy 
954. 81 1681 1266. 9 
515 . 29 6241 1793. 3 
561. 69 6889 1967. 1 
665. 64 4761 1780. 2 
852 . 64 1156 992. 8 
3881. 29 380.25 1214. 9 
2332. 89 784 1 352. 4 
835 . 21 1849 1242. 7 
2391. 21 342. 25 904. 7 
1310 . 44 . 1444 1375. 6 
324 4225 1170 
14625 . 11 29752. 5 · 1_ 5060 . 6 
Sx = 1847. 837 
Sy = 535.9 .  406 
Sxy = -2593. 881 
EXY = 15,060. 6 
Corr . = - . 82 
Slope = -1 . 40 








-14 . 218 
5. 1 82 
-14. 818 
- 2. 1 1 8 
16. 082 
0 . 0  
[y = -140 (x) + 92. 38 + 1 3. 82] 













0 . 0  
X y 
10. 125 37 . 1  
129. 55 1018. 184 
107. 785 1289. 456 
68. 592 480. 004 
23. 834 171. 374 
796. 256 761 . 263 
202.152 364. 466 
26. 853 16 . 736 
219. 573 817. 445 
4.486 82.646 











- 1 9. 255 
-288. 013 
1847.837 5359 . 406 -2593. 881 
DF ss MS F 
Regression 1 3641. 132 3641. 132 19. 07 
Residual 9 1718. 274 190. 919 
Total . 10 5359. 406 
Degrees of freedom 1 & 9 P = < 0! 05 ( 5 . 1 2) 
P = < 0. 01 (10. 56) 
. .  u, 
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for one degree by nine degrees of freedom. To pe significant, the F 
value has to be greater than 5. 12 for the 5 percent confidence level 
and 10. 56 for the 1 percent confiden�e level. If a t  test on the scores 
from the new _regression formula also is significant, then one would 
assume that percent of circumferential lamellar bone is not a viable 
criterion of age determination. However, if the t test score is not 
significant then one would assume the problem is with the method of 
acquiring the percentage used in the test. I feel one cannot use a . 
computed value with a regression formula established from visual observa­
tions. Examining the results would give more support to the supposition 
that calculated age for the percent of circumferential lamellar bone 
is more accurate than those age estimates produced by visual means. 
Table 15 presents the data used to compile the new t test on per­
cent of circumferential lamellar bone. The resulting value (t = l -0. 52 1 )  
is not significant. Because my t test is not significant, I feel the 
. .  
problem is with the Kerley and Ubelaker formula. One cannot use measured 
data on a regression formula derived from estimated values. 
The four field . total is reduced from six cases having the age 
range bracketing the known age to only four cases bracketing the known 
age with the loss of cases (107440 and 73-1) dropping accuracy to a poor 
36 percent. On the other hand, the percent of circumferential lamellar 
bone containing an age range bracketing the known age is improved from 
a 64 percent accuracy 1.evel to 73 percent accuracy level (8 out of 11 
cases). The three cases (947366, 1062496 and 72-3) missed were all 
within plus or minus 10 years of the actual age_. Individual scores for 
the percent of circumferential lamellar bone are also improved. Percent 
of circumferential lamellar bone for individual scores increased from 
Tabl e 15. t test for New Percent Lamel l ar Bone. 
Case Actual . Averag·e Age 
Number Age Range X 
940302 41 49. 5 + 8. 5 
947366 79 60 . 5 -18. 5 
1062496 83 59 -24 
107440 69 56 -13 
72-3 34 51. 5 +17. 5 
73-1 19 . 5  9. 5 -10 
74-2 28 25 - 3 
74-5 43 52 + 9 
75-3 18. 5 24 + 5. 5 
80-6 65 67 + 2 
n = 11 518 496 ..: 22 
x = -2 . 0 · 
s
2 · = 166. 20 
/n . = 3. 88 
x2 
72. 25 







30 . 25 
4 
1706 . 0  
t = l -0 . 52 1 ·Degrees.of freedom = 10 P = < 0 . 05 
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43 percent accuracy for those ranges containing the actual age to 22 out 
of 44 or 50 percent accuracy. Those · scores which are within plus or 
minus three years of the known age enlarge the accuracy to 60 percent • 
. Since the sample size is small, a larger study needs to be done 
to . verify that computer calculated percent of circumferential lamellar 
bone is more accurate and reliable in giving a true age estimate at 
· death than those age esimates from visual observations • .  
The· other osteon counting
.
· feature which is slightly significant 
are fragments (t = l -2.36 1 ). As explained previously, I feel the error 
is in not locating enough fragments in the digitized pictures. If the 
disregarded counts from those osteones on the edge of the field are 
given to fragments as well as the number which is given to osteones, 
the problem would be eliminated. Since the fault is mine for the lack 
. of fragments, I did not develop a new regression formula for fragments. 
Other counti�g variables will be discussed in the conclusion which might 




The first general statement I woul d' Hke to make· concerns the 
method of recogni. zing features on the ed'ge of the fiel d:s. Accordi. ng to 
the Kerley techni qu�, one has to move the microscope· in order to view 
those features on the edge of the fiel ds. During this study, features 
on the edge of the field are counted: separately with half of the scores 
going to osteones. After re-examining my dat_a, I have decided that 
those disregarded val ues from the edge of the fields shoul d  al so be 
given to fragments, since the t test for fragments of osteones is  
slightly significant. This is an indication that my digitized fragments 
were insufficient to be utili zed properly with the Kerley technique. 
I feel the error is my fault and no new regression formula was developed 
for fragments. 
Next, I do not agree that the muscle attachment area of the linea 
aspera should be avoided as one of the four fields selected. The results 
of the t test for the four fields are not significant , and the medial 
field has the worst accuracy (of the fields � _for predicting age . A 
further study could be done util izing Hotelling's paired t analysis to 
examine the relati�nships between the pairs of fields. 
Still another area of investigation conc�rns the use of dmax and 
individual area informat.ion. By doing an analysis on them, dmax and 
the area information could be examined to see if they might be used in 
improving �he technique of osteon counting as viable features such as 




prove to be good features for osteon counting, then a more accurate and 
sophisticated procedure would be developed' for doing osteon counting. 
This new method would require al gorithms to count regular shape 
particles in a digitized image or images . Then these data woul d be 
applied to counting the features in the cross-sections, so an age estimate 
at death could be obtained . An exampl e of such a technique is that used 
by Casey (1977) in this thesis on "Automated Particle Counting with 
Applications to Neurology. "  .After the slides of nerve cells are counted 
by the compute_r, in Casey • s  study, they are compared to manually counted 
nerve cells with a 90 percent accuracy rate for the three nerves used 
(Casey, 1977). After the pictures are digitized for each regio_n, the 
system runs completely automaticall y, taking in data from· magnetic tape 
and storing the results on magnetic disks. This algorithm demonstrates 
promise as a useful tool in any application where multiple particles 
such as osteon counting or nerve cell counting, are counted; therefore, 
this method should have a direct· application in the field of anthropology. 
A fully automated scanning histogram technique for obtaining an age 
.es�imate at death from a cross-section of human bone would require ·no 
additional training since the computer decides on the features being 
scanned and applies the results to the appropriate regression formula. 
· The only drawback to this procedure is monetary requirements. Up to 
100,000 dollars worth of equipmen� would be required. However with the 
interactive computer graphics technique, roughly 10,000 dollars would 
be necessary. This makes the interactive computer _ graphics technique 
available to a larger population of users. 
I would also like to do a study utilizing the core techniq�e. 
I feel that one field could be used to perform osteon counting . A core 
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removed from the bone would not destroy the specimen such as the Kerley 
technique required. If all four fields are cored, then plugging the 
holes with wooden dowels or plastic wood would keep the bone from deteri­
orating and breaking. The cores would be easily mounted on one slide 
for photographing . When equipment funding became available a direct feed 
attachment from the microscope to the computer would eliminate the need 
of the photographic ·step. The use of the core technique would allow a 
large skeletal collection to be analyzed for a demographic study without 
destroying the sample. 
After a larger sample has been analyzed by my procedure for 
calculating percent of circumferential lamellar bone, the results may 
suggest the use of this technique as being more reliable and accurate than 
the technique of visual observations. 
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I , T E N�AB . LST=TENTAB . F T N  
000 1 D I MEN S ibN  LBL 1 C 1 > , L BL 2 ( 1 ) , RARRAY < 60 ) , ME N UX ( 6 ) , ME N UY ( 8 )  
0002 I NTEGER*2  LBL ( 1 0 ) , FNAME ( 1 2 >  
0003 COMMON  /F NAME/FNAME 
0004 C OMMON/SWTCH/ I CO U NT , I DEL , I RE S , I SAVE , I E X I T  
1 , I ST A R T , I ORG , I XAX I S , I S I NG , MLT , I N K , I S YB  
2 
; 0005 
, I 1  iI 2 d 3 ,  I 4 ,  I 5 ,  I 6 ,  I 7 ,  I 8 ,  I 9 ,  ! 1 0 , NIJW , N U I.J 2  
COMMON/GEN/ I XS , I YS , I XO , I Y O , I X Z 1 , I X Z2 , I XSP , I YSP , I XM , I Y M  
, I X I , I Y I , I XB , I YB , I XD , I YD , I XR , I Y R , I X V , I YV , I X E , I YE 
, I XC , I YC , I X 1 , I Y 1 , I X2 , I Y2 , I X3 , I Y3 , I X 4 , I Y 4 , I X5 , I Y 5  
, I X6 , IY6 , I X7 , I Y 7 , I X8 , I Y8 , I X9 , I Y 9 , I X 1 0 , I Y 1 0  
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COMMON/RECORD/ I R E C  
DAT A L BL/ ' 1 ' , ' 2 ' , ' 3 ' , ' 4 ' , ' 5 ' , ' 6 ' , ' 7 ' , ' 8 ' , ' 9 ' 1 ' 0 ' / 
DATA  LBL l /89/ 
DATA LBL2/88/  
DATA  NO/ ' N ' / 
DA T A  LNO/ ' N ' / 
NUW I S  THE  OUTPUT  F I L E  FOR  MESSAGE S ,  U S UALLY  T T Y  
N UlJ=5  
N UW2  I S  T HE O U T PUT  F I LE � O R  D AT A , � . G ,  F OR 0 1 . D AT 
NUW2 = 1  
A S K  FOR  OUTPUT  � r L � NAME  � D R  fA BLE T ) A T A  
T 't P E  9 
!=·O R M fH {  i. H' E I N P U T . f" E E  ·-: M·I £ I N  .· _":RM , := I t. �:.NM , I• in ;  i '  .i 
fKCE P-T 1 ·� � F N AME  
FOF:MAT  ( 1 2 f.) 2 ) 
F NAME  { 1 2 )  ::O 
JPEN \ UN 1 T = NUW2 , NAME : F N AME , T YP E � ' NE W ' > 
I N I T I AL I ZE  SW I TCHES  
I OPT= l 
I D EL :: Q  
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00:26  




0 3 1  
0 0 3 2  
0 0 33 
0 0 3 4  
1)035  
OQ36 
0 0 37 
0038 
0 0 3 9  
00 40  
{)0 4 1  
0 0 4 2 ·  
0043  
oo ., 4  
·) 0 4 S  
0046  
0 0 4 7  
0 0 48 
,) 0 4 ? 
Z) C•5  l 
.) r) S  ! 
) 0 5 3  
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I R£S:;:0  
I S  Y B  -=O 
I S A 1 ... 1E = O  
I E X  I T '.=O  
[ ST A R T =O  
I O RG-=·o 
I XAX I S= O  
! T YP E = O  
I S I NG = O  
I COU NT=O  
I NK=O  
MLT,::Q  
I N I T I AL I ZE T E R M I N AL AND  TABLET  
C A L L  I N  I T T  ( 960 ) 
CALL  T A B I NT < l , 0 , 0 )  
LOCAT E MENU  
CALL  LMENU < MENUX , MENUY ) 
CAL L  E RASE  
CALL  DMENU ( M E N U X , M ENUY ) 
C A LL SV S TA T ( R ARRAY ) 
CALL  MOVABS ( 0 : 7 80 ) 
C •� LL  ANMODE  
\J R I TE < NUW , 4 2 ) 
FORMAT < / ,  
1 I S  T HE  M E � U  OK?  J VP E  N F O R  A N O T HER  7 R Y  • 
f-i C ,: E P T  4 �  ·' r m: 
C A L L  3 V S T A T ! RA R R�Y ) 
C A�L MaVAB3 ( 0 · 78G ) 
C HLL ER �,SE 
: ri t.. !_ f-t l·� M O  DE 
WR I T E ( NU W , 4 0 i  
F O R M A T ( / / ,  
� ' i **** ******* * l * *  JP T i O N S* * ********* * * . ' )  
SELECT THE  S T A R T  OPT I O N  r o  B E G I N  
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0059  
0 060  
0061  
0062  
0 063  







0 0 7 1  
0 072  





0 0 7 5  
?076 45 · 
0077  
0 0 7 8  
0 0 7 9  46  
0080  
008 1  
0)82  
0083  





4.) {) 8 5  
�) () :; t; 
0 0 8 7  
•) •) 8 8  5 1  
0 0 :h 
0')90 
0 0 '?1 








CALL  SVSTAT ( RARRA Y i 
CALL MGVABS < 0 , 780 ) 
CALL i�NMODE  
W R I T £ ( NUW , 4 3 ) 
FOR MAH //// , 
' S T ART BY SELECT ! NG  THE  S TAR T .  OPT I O N  B OX ' , I )  
CALL RESTAT C RARRAY > 
C ALL BELL 
CALL ONEPNT ( IXC , I YC > 
CALL  BELL 
C�L L  MENU < H�NUX , MENIJY , I X C , I Y C , I SW )  
CALL SVSTAT < RARRAY ) 
i:ALL ANMOI! E  
C A L L  RESTA T ( R A R RAY ) 
CALL  ERASE  
_ CALL SVSTAT C RA RRAY ) 
C ALL  ANM O D E  
tJR I TE < NU W , 45 ) 
F O R M A T < / / ,  
1 ' I F  A N  OPT I O N  I S  NOT  DES I RE D  JUS T ' ,  
2 / , ' P I CK  ANY  P O I NT O N  THE TA BLET  A F TE R  THE BELL ' , 
3 / , ' R I NGS TO  CONT I NUE ' )  
C A L L  E R A S E  
\J R ! T E ( N UW , 46 }  
.F ORMAT ( / ,  
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1 ' S ELECT  fHE  OR I G I N  B OX  TO SET  UP THE  COORD I NATE  S Y STEM ' )  
CALL  R ESTAT C RARRAY ) 
CALL  B ELL 
CALL ONEPNT < I X S , I Y S > 
G-ALL  BELL 
CALL ½ENU \ ME NUX , MENUY , i XS , I Y S , i SW )  
· C h  L L  S li STA  l ( r: M·: HAY  ; 
C :L l  .. t-iN M O D E  
'.,.JF: i f t. ( N UW , 5 1 ) 
F ORM 1H ( I .,  
SELECT  A N  O R I G I N  PO I NT �FT E R  T H E  BELL S OUNDS  ' )  
C ALL REST A T < RAR RAY ) 
C�LL  O N E P N T ( I X O , I YO ) 
CALL BELL 
CALL  MENU ( ME N UX , MENUY , I XO , I Y O , I S W )  
S ELECT  X AX I S  P O I N T  






0 1 00 
0 1 0 1  
0 1 02 
0 1 03 
0 1 0 4 
0 1 05 
0 1 06 
0 1 07 
0 1 08  
0 1 09 
0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1  
, 0 1 1 2  
0 1 1 3  
0 1 1 4  
0 1 1 5  
0 1 1 6  
0 1 1 7  
0 1 1 8  
) 1 1 9  




CALL  SVSTAT < RARRAY ) 
C ALL ANMODE  
lJF:  I TE < NUlJ , 56 ) 
FORMAT < //// , 
1 ' P I CK  THE  X B OX  TO  SELECT  X M A X I MUM  OPT I ON ; )  
CALL  R ESTAT C RA R R AY ) 
CALL BELL 
C ALL ONEPNT ( I X Z 1 , I X Z2 > 
CALL BELL  
CALL SVSTAT ( RARRAY ) 
· c ALL E RASE 
C ALL ANMODE  
WR I T E < N lUJ , 5 2 )  
F O RMAT  { I ,  
1 ' NOW SELECT  T H E  MA X I MUM X AX I S  PO I N T  AFT E R  THE  B ELL ' )  
C ALL  RESTA T C RARRAY ) 
CALL BELL 
CALL  ONEPNT ( I X Z 1 , I X Z2 > 
CALL  BELL 
CALL  MENU C MENUX , MENUY , I XZ 1 , . I X Z2 , I SW ) 
C 
C t t l t t t t t tt ttt t t i t t t t t. t t t t l t t J t tt t t t t t t t t t J t t t t t t t tt t t t t t t t t t t  
G O  T O  900  
903  CONT I NUE  





CALL  SVSTAT C RARRAY ) 
CALL MOVABS C 0 , 780 ) 
C ALL  E ;:ASE  
CALL  ANMOttE  
WF' I T E : NU W , 50 )  
.: O RM 1- H  < l / 1 
1 · : r  21 3 "r '-%0L I S  T O  BE  DR A l� N  :H f.:ACH DAH1 PO I N T ' )  
WR l TE ( f'lUti.; , 60 )  
() 1 2 2 6 C1  FORMAT ( // ,  
1) 1 23 
0 1 2 4 
0 1 25 
0 1 26 
0 1 27 
0 1 2 8  
0 1 29 
0 1 30 
0 1 3 1  
0 1 32 
i 
• ' T HEN  P I CK T HE SY MBOL  F U NCT I ON A F T ER  THE  BELL  SOUNDS ' )  
CALL  R�STAT ( RA RR A Y > 
CALL BELL 
C ALL O NEPNT ( I X B , I Y B )  
CALL BELL 
CALL  MENU ( ME NU X , M ENUY , I X B , I Y B , I S W ) 
CALL ERASE  
C t i l t l i t t t i t t =t t t i t t t t t � t t t tt t tJ t i t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t  
GO  T O  9 0 4  
902  C ONT I N U E  
C i t t t t t t t t i i t t t t t tt t t t t t t t t t t t t tt t t t t t l t t t t t t t t t t t t t t1 t t t t t t  
CALL SVSTAT C RARRAY ) 





10 1 33 C 
I NK I NG OPT ! ON  
01 34  
CALL ERASE  
CALL  ANMODE  
0 1 35 
0 1 36 70  
iJ R I TE ( NUW , 7 0 )  
FOR M A T <  
0 1 37  
0 1 38 
10 1 39 
'0 1 40 
i
t 4 1  
,0 1 42 
t0 1 43 
0 1 4 4  
1 ' I F  I NK I NG I S  DES I RED  , P I CK T HE  I NK I N G OPT I O N ' )  
CALL RESTAT < RARRAY ) 
CALL  BELL 
CALL ONEPNT < I X I , I Y I > 
CALL BELL 
CALL MENU C MENUX , MENUY , I X I , I Y I , I SW >  
C t t t t t t t J t t t ti4 t l t t t t t t t l t t t t t t ttttttit t t t t t t t t t t tt t t t t t t t t t  
GO TO 903 
9 0 1  CONT I NUE 
C t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t tt t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t ti  
CALL  ERASE 





1 0 1 46 
0 1 4} 
0 1 4 8  
0 1 49 80  
1 
MULT I PLE PO I NT E NTRY OPT I ON 
C�LL MOVABS C 0 , 780 ) 
CALL ANMODE 
WR I T E < NUW , 80 ) 
FORMAT ( / ,  
' I F  MULT I PLE  P O I NT I S  DES I R E D , P I CK MULT I PLE ' )  
CALL R ESTAT C RARRAY > 
CALL BELL 
CALL ONEPNT ( I XM , I YM ) 
CALL BELL 
) 0 1 so 
0 1 5 1  
0 1 52 
0 1 53 
0 1 5 4  C A LL  MENU ( MENUX , MENUY , I XM , I Y M , ! S W )  
C 1 t t J t i l i 1 t t t t l i ti t t t t t i tt i l t l l t i J l l t t l t l i t 1 t l l t t i t l t l l l t l l t t t  
0 1 55 G O  TO  902  
0 1 56 900  CONT I NUE  
C1 t t t t t� t t t t t t l t t l t t t t t t l l t t l t ti t l t t t t t l t t t t l t J t l tt t tt t t t l t i t t  
0 1 5 7  CALL  ERASE  





C "  
0 1 59 
· 0 1 60 
0 1 6 1  
1 0 1 62 1 1 0 
0 1 6 3 
0164  1 20 
1 
2 
SELECT  S I NGLE P O I NT MODE 
CALL  MOV�BS C 0 , 7 80 ) 
CALL ANMODE 
:JF: I TE ( N UlJ , 1 1 0 )  
FORMAT ( '  SELECT S I NGLE  PO I NT I F  DE S I RE D  ' )  
W R I TE C NUW , 1 20 )  
FORMAT < / / ,  
' NOTE-ONLY ONE I NPUT MODE CAN BE  U S E D . I F  YOU  HAVE ' , / ,  
' SELECTED  BOTH , S INGLE W I LL B E  USED . ' )  
65 
0 1 6 5 
0 1 66 
· () 1 6 7 
0 1 68 
0 1 6 9 
0 1 70 
0 1 72 
10 1 7 3  
10 1 74 
0 1 75 
' 0 1 76 
0 1 77 
. 
10 1 78 
I .  ---·-
0 1 79 
0 1 80 
-0 1 8 1  
p 1 82 
0 1 83 
0 1 84 
'0 1 85 
0 1 86 
0 1 8 7 
0 1 88 
' 0 1 89 
0 1 9 0 
0 1 9 1  
0 1 92 
0 1 9 3 
0 1 9 4  
0 1 9 5  
0 1 9 6 
0 1 97 
0 1 9 8  
0 1 9 9 
0200  
:0 20 1 
0202  
CALL RESTAT C RARRAY ) 
CALL  B ELL  
CALL  ONEPNT ( I X SP , I Y S P ) 
CALL BELL  
CALL  M E NU < MENUX , ME NU Y , I XS P , I Y SP , I S W >  
I F C I S !'NG . EQ , l , AND , MLT . EQ . l ) ML T = O  
C t t t t tt t t t t t tt t f. t t t t t tt t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t tt t t t t t t t t l t t t  
G O  T O  90 1 
904  CONT I N U E  
C l t t t t t- t l t i t t t t t t t t t t tt t t t l t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t  
CALL ERASE  
CALL SVSTAT C RARRAY > 
CALL ANMODE  
!.JR I T E C NUW , 1 2 1 ) 
1 2 1  FORMAT ( // ,  







1 3 0 







' S ELECT  THE  I N I T I AL ! COUNT , T H I S MAY  B E  CHANGED ' , / ,  - . - -
I B Y  R ESELECT I ON WHEN  I N  T H E  S I NGLE  PO I NT MODE  ' )  
CALL BELL  
C ALL R E S TAT ( RA RRAY > 
CALL ONEPNT C I XC , I YC )  
CALL MENU C MENUX , ME NUY , I XC , I YC , I SW )  
CALL BELL  
CALL SVSTAT C RARRAY ) 
CALL  ERASE  
CALL  A NMODE 
t.:r n :  T E  < N U !J , 1 2 2 ) 
FORMAT ( /// , 
' SELECT  THE I N I T I AL T Y P E , TH I S  M A Y  ALSO  BE  CHANGED ' , / ,  
' AT  ANY T I ME WHWN . I N  THE S I NGLE  P O I N T  M O DE ' )  
CALL  RESTAT < RARRAY ) 
·cALL. B ELL  
CALL  O NEPNT { I XT , I YT > 
� A L L  MENU C ME N U X 1 MENUY , I X T , ! Y T , ! SW )  
:��L S VSTAT ( RARRAY l 
·� A L L  ANMODE 
W R I T E \ N U W , 1 3 0 )  
r" ORMAT  ( 
' P R E? �RE T O  £NIER DATA  PO I N T S  F ROM  fHE T ABLET  ' )  
WR I T E ( NUw , 1 40 )  
CALL R E STAT < R ARRA Y ) 
CALL ERASE  
. F ORMAT < ' T O S TOP  D A TA  ENTRY  P ICK  E X I T . , ) 
D F: Aw  THE  . MENU 
66 


















0 2 1 0  




02 12  
02 1 3  
0 2 1 4  






0 2 1 3  
0 2 1 9 
0220  
•j 2 2 �4 
0 2 2 2  
C 
r .,
CALL ' DMENU ( MENUX , MENUY > 
DRAW  THE  X-Y  A X I S  O N  THE  S C R EE N  
D R A W  THE  X - Y  AX I S  
CALL  MOVABS C I X O , I YO ) 
D R AW THE Y A X I S  
·c ALL  DRWABS ( I X0 , 700 ) 
CALL MOVABS ( I X0-20 , 700 ) 
CALL ANSTR < l , LBL l ) 
DRAW THE X AX I S  
CAL L  MOVABS ( ! XO , IYO > 
CALL  DRWREL C I X Z l - I X0 , 0 }  
C A LL  MOVABS ( 9 00 , I XZ2-20 ) 
CALL ANSTR ( l , LBL2 > 
P I CK DATA  ENTRY METHOD  
I OPT= •!> 
CALL  BELL 
I F < MLT . EG . O )  CALL S I �GLE C MENUX , MENUY , I SW > 
I F ( MLT . EQ . 1 )  CALL  M ULT ! < M E NUX , MENUY , ISW ) 
G I VE 5 BEEPS  TO  I ND I CATE  END OF  PROGRAM  
CALL  BELL 
CALL B ELL  
C i;LL  BELL 
U:ll I-! E l,..L 
C t, LL  BELL  
0223  CALL  T ! N P U T ( J )  
0224  CALL  F I N I T T ( O r 780 ) 
0225  S TOP  
0 2 �6 E N D  
67  
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ii t t t t % * * � * * * *  
0 0 0 1  SUBR OUT I NE MENU C M X , M Y , I X , I Y , I S W ) 
0002 · D I MENS I ON FNAME C 1 2 )  
0 003 D I ME N S I ON MX < 6 > , MY C 8 )  
0004  CO MMON / F NAME/FNAME  
000 5  COMMON/SWTCH/ I COUNT 1 I DE L ; I R ES , I SAVE , I EX I T  
1 , I S T A R T , I O R G , I XAX I S , I S I NG , ML f t I N K , I S Y B  
2 , I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , I 4 , I 5 , I 6 , I 7 , I 8 , I 9 , I l 0 , NUW , NUW2  
0006  COMMON/GEN/ I XS , I Y S , I XO , I Y O , I XZ 1 , I X Z2 , I XSP , I Y SP , I XM , I YM 
1 , I X I , I Y I , I X B , I YB , I XD , I Y D , I XR , I Y R , I XV , I YV , I XE , I Y E  
2 , I X C , I YC , I X 1 , I Y 1 , I X 2 , l Y2 , I X 3 , I Y3 , I X 4 , I Y 4 , I X5 , I Y 5  
000 7 
0 0 0 8  







0 0 1 0  
00 1 1  
00 1 2  
00 1 3  
00 1 ·1 
�) 0 1 5  
00 1 6  














0 0 30 
i'; 032  
�:. 3 .3 
. ti 3 4  
') .;. : 
•) ;: �3· 6 ' ! 'J !,} 
',.! .) J }  
; 0 3 8  
0 0 3 9  
·;; \H O  3 i) O  
•) 0 4 2  
C 
• ){) 4 4 
/0 4 5  
0 •) 4 6  
J \) . P  
C 
J •.) 4 8 6 0 0  
0 0 4 9  
0 050 
3 , I X6 , I Y 6 , I X7 , ! Y7 , I X8 , I Y 8 , I X 9 , I Y 9 , I X 1 0 , I Y 1 0  
COMMO N / T YPE/ I T YP E  
COMMON/LATE/RARR AY ( 60 )  
DATA  I D 1 7 7 77/  
THIS  ROUT I NE S E TS  S W I TCHES  WHEN  A F U NCT I O N  AREA  I S  
SELECTED  O N  THE  MENU . 
TH I S  ROUT I NE S E T S  THE  OPT I ON S W I TCHES  T O  1 
Z E R O  THE  REPEATED  3 W I TCHES  
I SW=O 
_ I E X I T==O  
·r sAVE=O 
I RES=O  
I DEL=O  
I S TART=O  
IORG=O 
I X A X I S= O  
I F  T HE  MENU S E L E C T E D  P O I NT I S  I N  A R EG I ON 
EX I T  I S  T E S T ED  F I RST  
F I R S T  SEE  I F  PO I NT COULD  BE I N  M ENU  
I F ( I X . LT . MX C 1 ) . 0R . I X . GT . MX ( 6 ) ) RETU R N  
I F ( I Y . LT . MY < 8 > . 0R . I Y . GT . MY ( l )  > RE TURN  
JEST  FOR  COMMAND  OR  T Y P E S  
I F ( I X . L T . MX ( 4 )  ) GO  T O  1 0 0  
I NK =O  
I SY B =O  
T YPES  OF  DAT � SPEC I F I ED 
I P ( I X . GT i MX ( 5 )  } G O  T O  2 0 0  
NUMBER  I S  LESS  T H A N  6 
I F ( I Y . L T . MY ( 3 )  ) G O  TO  3 00  
I F � I Y ; L T . M Y ( 2 ) ) G O  r o  4 0 0  
T Y P E  1 
l T Y!=· f. = ,  
:: S W -=- i J 
�: r.: ru ;;; i--; 
I 2 .. - l 
R E TURN  
I F ( I t + G T , M Y ( 4 l � GO  TO 500  
f F ( I Y . 3 T ; MY ( 5 ) ) G O  ro 600  
f Y f' E  5 
C l" Y P E = 5 
! S\J -= 1 7  
RE TURN  
f YPE  4 
I 4 -= 1  
I T YPE=4  




0052 5 0 0  
0 0 5 3  
0 054  
0 055 
C 









0068  9 00 






0 0 7 5  
0 0 7 6  700 
G 0 7 7  
0078  
0079  
0080  1 000  
0•) 8 1  
0082  
1}) :3 3  
C 
0 0 8 4  1 0 0 
J O S �; 
•.) t) !3 / 
J (.• !3 8  l? l? 
.} i.) 8 'i 
0090  
o on 
{)09  4 





0 1 0 1  
0 1 0� 
,) 1 <.) 3 
0 1 04 
· 0 1 05 . 1 30 
0 1 '.)6 
RETURN  
TYPE  3 
! 3:: 1 
I T YPE=3 
I S W = 1 5  
RETURN  
DECODE  TYPES  6 T O  1 0  
I F C I Y . G T . MY ( 2 >  J GO TO 1 00 0  
I F C I Y . GT . MY ( 3 )  ) G O  T O  700  
I F ( I Y . Gi . MY C 4 )  ) G O  T O  8 00 
I F < I Y . GT . MY ( 5 )  > GO T O 900  
TYPE  1 0  
I TYPE = 1 0  
I 1 0 = 1  
I StJ:::22  
RETURN  
I 9 = 1  
I TYPE=9  
I SW=2 1 
RETURN 
I 8= 1  
I T YPE=6  
I SW=20  
RE TURN  
I 7::: 1  
I T YPE=7  
I SW= 1 9  
RETURN  
I 6 = 1  
I T YF'E=6 
I S1.J= 1 8  
RETURN 
COMMANDS  SELECTED  
::ON l  I NUE  
.. : F ( [ X • G T  • � X ( 3 )  � r:iN II • I X  • L.T  t i1 X ( ,\ ) • r, N D  • 
1 I 1 . G T . M\ ( 2 , . A N D . I Y + L T . M Y ( l ) � G G  TO  9 9  
G O  T G  . i-1  
1 s w � t 2  
f f  ( I tOUN T . G l . 1 )  I NK -" 0  
I F C I COUN f . G � . l ) I S YB=0  
r<E T U RN  
I F < I X . L f . MX ( 2 )  · )  G O  T O  1 1 0 
SEC O N D  tCLUMN SELECTED  
I F C I Y . G T . MY ( 3 )  GO  T O  120  
I F i I Y . G T . MY ( 4 )  ) GO  r o  
EX Z T  S E L EC T E D  
I £ X I T = 1  
I S W ::: 1  ' .. 
C L O S E  ( U N I  T := NUW2 ) 
R E T U RN  
I RES= l 
CALL SVSTAT < RARRAY > 
69 
0 1 07 
0 1 0 8  
0 1 09 
0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1  
0 1 1 3 
0 1 1 4  
0 1 1 5  
0 1 1 6  
0 1 1 7 
0 11 8 
0 1 1 9  
0 1 20 
0 1 2 1  
0 1 22 
0 1 23 
I 
0 1 24 
0 1 26 
0 1 28 
:0 1 30 
,0 1 3 1  
'0 1 3 2  
0 1 33 
· 0 1 3 4 
0 1 35 
0 1 36 
0 1 38 
0 1 3 9  
0 1 4 0 
0 1 4 1 
0 � 4 2  
C, .• 4 f., 
C, l l) 8 
•H -19 




1 4 1 
C 
1 1 0 
1 7 0 
1 60 
1 80 
DPEN ( UN I T =NUW2 , NAME=FNAME , T Y PE= ' OL D ' ) 
I S lJ= 1 0  
CALL  RESTA T ( RAR RAY ) 
R E T U R N  
I F ( I Y . GT . MY ( 2 )  > GO TO 1 4 0  
. I SAVE = l  
CALL  SVS TAT < RARRAY ) 
CALL C LEAN  
CALL  REST AT C RARRAY ) 
CLEAN  UP ANY DELETED  P O I NT S  
I SW=9  
RETURN 
ID EL= l  
WR I T E C NUW2 , 1 4 1 ) I D 
F OR MAT < 1 X , 1 6  > 
I SW-=8 
RETURN 
F I RST  COLUMN  
I F C I Y . GT . M Y ( 4 )  > GO  T O  1 50 
I F < I Y . GT . MY C 6 )  ) GO  TO 1 60 
I F < I Y . GT . HY C 7 )  > GO T O 1 70 
. I SYB= l  
I 5lJ = 7  
R E TURN 
I N K = l  
I S W =6 
RETURN 
I F ( I Y . GT . M Y ( 5 )  ) GO T O  1 80 
MLT = l  
ISW = S  
R E T U R N  
I S I NG= l 
I SW = 4  
RETURN  
� F C I Y . G T . MY ( � )  G O  r o  1 9 0 
I F ( I Y ; G T + M Y ( 3 ,  GO  TO  1 0 �  
O i 5 1 l 'i 5  
f� E f URN  
I OR G -= 1  
'J i 5 2  
0 1 :j 3 
0 1 5 4 
0 1 5 5 
0 1 5 6 
0 1 57 
00 0 1  
0 0 0 2  
0 0 0 3  
0 0 0 4  
R � T U RN 
1 9 0  I S Tti R T = l 
I S lJ = i  
�: E T U F: N  
END  
C * * ************************** * * * * * * * * * ***** * * * * ******* ** * ** * *  
3UBROUT ! NE M U L T I ( M ENUX , MENUY , I SW > 
C MUL T I PO I N T  DATA  E N T R Y  
D I M E NS I ON MENUX ( 6 ) , MENUY < B >  
D I MENS I ON MX < SOO > , MY ( 500 ) , I H ( 50 0 ) 
COMHON/�WT CH/ I C OUNT , I DEL , I RES , I SAVE , I EX I T  
1 , I START , I O RG , I XAX I S , I S I NG , MLT , I N K , I SY B  
70 
00.05 
0 006  
0007  5 
0008  
0009  
0 0 1 0  
1i0 1 1  
00 1 2  
00 1 3  
0 1') 1 4 
.0 0 1 5  
0 0 1 6  
0 0 1 S  
0020  
0022  
002 4  
0025  
0026  
0027  1 0  




0032  1 000 
0033  
1 ., ' 
3 
1 
, I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , I 4 , I 5 , I 6 , I 7 , I 8 , I 9 , I l 0 , NUW , NUW2  
COMMON/GEN/ I XS , I YS , I XO , I Y O , I XZ 1 , I XZ 2 , I XSP , I YSP , I XM , I YM 
, I X I , I Y I , I X B , ! Y B , I XD , I Y D , I XR , I Y R , I XV , I YV , I XE , I YE 
, I XC , I Y C , I X 1 , I Y 1 , I X2 , I Y2 , I X3 , I Y3 , I X 4 , I Y , I X 5 , I Y5 
, I X6 , I Y 6 , I X 7 , I Y7 , I X8 , I Y B , I X9 , I Y 9 , I X 1 0 , I Y 1 0  
C O MMON/T YP E / I TYPE  
C ALL  BELL  
CALL  MULPNT C 50 0 , NG T , I H , MX , MY >  
CALL  BELL 
CALL BELL 
Ct1LL  BELL 
DO 500  I = 1 , NG T  
I X=MX ( I )  
I Y:::MY ( ! )  
CALL MENU C MEHU X , M ENUY , I X , I Y , I SW ) 
I F C I H C I ) . EG . 29 ) C ALL MOVABS < I X , I Y )  
I F C I H < I ) . E Q . 26 . AND . I NK . EQ . l ) CALL DRWABS C I X , I Y ) 
I F C I H ( I l . E Q . 26 . AN D . I NK . NE . l ) CALL  MOVABS < I X , I Y )  
I F <  C I H l I ) . EU . 29 . 0R . I H < I > . E G . 26 ) . AN D . I SYB . E D . 1 >  
CALL SYMBOL 
I X= I X- I X O 
I Y= I Y- I Y O  
WR I T E ( NUW2 , 1 0 ) I COUNT , I TYP E , I X , I Y  
FDRMA T ( 1 X , 4 I 6 )  
CON T I NUE 
I ZI  � 99 99  
WR I T E ( NUW2 , 1 0 ) I Z !  
3 0  T O  5 
C O NT I NUE 
RETU R r4 
0 0 3 4  E N D  
C * * ***'* * l * ********* *** ***i************** ***** ' ** ***************  
000 1 SUBROUT I N E  S 1 N GL E C MENUX 1 M E NUY , ! S W > 
0 002  D I MENS I O� � �NUX ( 6 > , ME NU Y < 8 �  
O v 03  J � M E NS ! ON �ARR� f ! 6 0 '  
0 0 0 1 C � MMON/ S W T C h / I CGUN T , I D EL , I R E S , { S A V E , I E X I T  
•• .1 S , f:; F� T :: lJ F G r ·: x t; XJ. S : !; '3 ! N G dl f ,'.1. NK 7 1 S Y B  
.:. , r _ . : ...: 1 '£ 3 , r -+ ., r :3 , r 6 , � .' � : :3 , r 9 � 1 1 o , N u  w : N u  w 2 
� 1 : x ; , l Y l · I X� , I Y B : IX D r I Y f : I X R , I YR , I X � , I Y V , I XE , I YE 
� , I X C 1 , \ C 1 I X 1 , ! Y 1 , I X 2 , I f 2 , I X 3 1 [ Y3 1 i X 4 , 1 Y 4 , I X5 , I Y5 
� , i X 6 , I Y6 , I X 7 , I Y 7 , I X8 , I Y 2 r I X9 , I Y 1 , I X 1 0 , I Y 1 0  
0006  COMMQN/ ; Y P E/ l f i ?[  
0 007  I CN T = O 
0 0 ()8 
\) 0 0 9  
0 0 1 0  
•) t) l. 1  
()0 1 2  
0 0 1 3  
. 0 0 1 4 
00 1 3  
0 0 1 6  
00 1 8  
L-< E w �� 1 
H (O !HJ T -::0  
c t1 LL  2- E LL 
: AU. O N :'.PNT •, I X , I Y )  
I K OUNT= i: COUN-r 
C ALL BELL 
! T T = I T ¥F' E 
CALL  MENU C MENU X , M E N UY v I X , I Y , I SW ) 
I F < I KOUNT . NE .  ! COUNT . AND + I TT . E Q .  I TY PE > I NE W = l 
I F C I T T . NE . I T YPE . AND . I NK . E G . O ) I NE W = l  
7 1  
{ 













1 0042  
i Q043  
00 .45  
{ 0046 . 
0047  
0048 











·L l) 5 
c:ioot.  
:} t) 0 7  
'.J \1 0 8  
0009  
i.)0 1 0  
0 0 1 1 
o ,n :  
00 1 3  
00 1 4  




I F ( I EX I T . E Q . l ) GO T O  t 000  
I F < I CNT . NE . O . AN D + I NK . EG . 1 . A ND . ! S W . EQ . O . A ND . I N E W � NE . 1 )  
1 CALL  DRWABS ( I X , I Y )  
I F C [ CNT . NE . O . AN D + I NK . E Q . 1 . AND + I S W . E Q . O . AN D . I N E W . E Q . 1 )  
1 CALL  MOVABS < I X , I Y )  
i F C I CN T . NE . O . AND . I S Y B . EQ . 1 . AN D . I N K . EQ . O . AND . I S W � � a . o  
1 . A ND . I N EW . NE . l ) C ALL M OVABS < I X , I Y )  
I F ( I CN T . NE . O . AND . I NK . NE . 1 . AN D . I S W . EQ . O . AN D . I NE W . E Q . 1 )  
1 CALL  MOUABS C I X , I Y >  
I F ( I CNT . EQ .� )  CALL MOVABS ( I � , I Y )  
I F C I S Y B . EQ . 1 . A N D . I SW . EO . O ) CALL S Y M BOL  
I F < I S W . E Q , O . AN D . I NEW . EQ . l ) I NE W =O  
C SU BTRACT  THE  COORD I NA T E  O R I G I N  FROM  THE D A TA  
I X= I X- I XO  
I Y = I Y - I YG 
CALL SVST AT ( RARRAY > 
CALL ANMODE  
1 F ( I 3W . E Q . O ) WR I TE < N UW2 , 1 0 > I COUNT , I TYPE , I X , I Y 
C ALL R E S T A T ( R ARRAY ) 
I F C I SW . EG . O ) I CNT= I CNT+ l  
1 0  FORMAT < 1 X , 4 I 6 )  
G O  T O  . 5  
1 0 00 CON T I NUE  
1 1 1 =9999  
CALL S V S T A T C R ARRAY ) 
CALL  ANMOD E 
WR I Tt ( N U W2 , 1 0 ) i I I  
CALL R EST A T C RARRAY J  
RETURN  
END 
C************ ** *** * * ******* * * * * * * '**i** *********** * * *** * * * ***  
SUBROU T I NE S YMBOL  
I N T EGERi2 L B L { i O )  
C O M M O N/ T YPE/ I TYPE 
: OM  MON/ :.. �rf: ;:L :_ BL  
COMMON/L½ f �/R�RR�Y  
CALL  S � S TA T ( 2ARRA Y ) 
CAL  .... MD v �: E L  ( ·· · : . ·- 1 ;, 
i :  A L _ D � id R f. L \ l , ·� 1 
�M. i.. :% WREL •: 1 ,  · 2 ) 
� ALL D RWREL { - � : 0 )  
CALL  DRWRE::L < 1 ,  1 )  
CALL ANSTR C 1 , LBL C I T Y P E  
CALL R E ST A T ( RARRAY ) 
RE TURN  
END  
C********************** lll**i****** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ********  
C 
C 
S U B R OU T I NE LMENU C MX , MY J 
SUBROUT INE  T O  L. OCATE  C OMMAND  MENU  P O I N T S  MW D I SPUt Y 
MENU ON SCREEN  
D I ME NS I ON MX C 6 ) , MY ( 8 ) , RARRAY ( 60 )  




0 006  
0007  
') 008  
0009  
00 1 0  
O Q 1 1 
00 1 2 
0 0 1 3  
00 1 4  
00 1 5  
0 0 1 6  
0 0 1 7  
00 1 8  







i.) 0 2 6  
0027  
(i028  















, ! START , I ORG , ! X AX I S , I S I NG , MLT , I NK , I SYB  
, I 1 , I2 , I 3 , I 4 , I 5 , I 6 , I 7 , I 8 , I 9 , I 1 0 , NUW , NUW2  
COMMON/GEN/ I X S , ! Y S , I XO , I YO , I X Z 1 , lX Z2 , ! X S P r I YSP , I XM , I Y M  
, I X I , I Y I , I XB , I Y B , I XD , I Y D , I X R , I Y R , ! XV , I YV , I X E , I Y E 
, I XC , I Y C , I X 1 , I Y 1 , I X2 , I Y2 , I X 3 , I Y 3 , I X 4 , I Y 4 , I X5 , ! Y 5  
, I X6 , I Y 6 , I X7 , ! Y 7 , I X 8 , I Y 8 , I X9 , I Y 9 , IX 1 0 , I Y 1 0  
COMMON/LAT E/RARRAY  
CALL MOVABS ( 0 , 780 ) 
CALL BELL 
C ALL BELL 
CALL SVSTAT ( RARRAY ) 
T HE  F I RST  STEP  I S  T O  DEF I NE THE  MENU P O I N T S  
CALL ANMODE 
lJ R I T E ( N UW , 1 0 )  
F ORMAT  ( I ,  
' LOCATE 6 TOP MENU  P O I NT S , L EFT  T O  R I GH T  ' , / ,  
' A F T E R  THE  B ELL SOUNDS  ' )  
CALL RESTA T < RARRAY > 
CALL BELL 
no 2 0  I = l , 6  
. CALL ONEPNT ( MX ( I ) , I I >  
CALL BELL 
CALL  ERASE 
CALL SV STAT ( RARRAY ) 
CALL ANMODE  
W R I T E O !U\J , 3 0 )  
FORMAT  < I ,  
73 
' N OW  LOCATE  TP.E  8 LEFT S I D E  MENU  ? O I NTS , TOP  T O  B O T T O M  ' , / ,  
' A FTER THE  B ELL SOUNDS  ' )  
CALL RESTAT C RARRA Y )  
GALL B ELL  
no 4 0  ! ::: 1 , a  
CALL ONEPNT C I I r MY ( I )  
CALL  BELL  
R ET U F:N  
C1**ttill * * * * * *i t t ***t f t * * * * * * t t « t * t , t t t* * t t 1 t l t * l f t t * l ** * � t  
0 0 0 1 SUBROU T I N E D MENU C M X , MY :  
C 
C 
i) (),,) 3  
C 
0004  
0 0 05 
1) 0 () 6  
0007 
0 008  
0009  
()0 1 0  
00 1 1  
00 1 2  
0 0 1 3  
. T H E  M E N� - I S  N O �  DE TERM INED  
DRAW  THE  M ENU  GN  T H E  S CREEN  1H � 1 0  � ,5 (;(') ) :�i N D  .J OWN  
CALL MOVABS ( l 0 , 600 ) 
NOTE THE  USE  OF �EL A T I VE V ECTORS  
C ALL  D RWREL < M X ( 6 1 - M X ( 1 ) , 0 )  
C A LL  MDVABS C l 0 , 6 00 ) 
CALL DR�REL < O , MY ( 8 ) -MY ( 1 ) )  
CALL MO VABS ( 1 0 , 6 00- ( M Y ( l ) - M Y ( 2 ) ) 
CALL DRWREL < MX ( 6 ) -MX C 1 ) , 0 l 
CALL  MOVABS C l 0 , 6 00- ( MY ( l ) -MY ( 3 )  
CALL DRWREL ( MX C 3 ) -MX ( 1 ) , 0 )  
CALL  MOVREL C M X ( 4 ) - MX ( 3 ) , 0 )  
CALL DRWREL ( MX ( 6 ) - MX ( 4 ) , 0 )  
CALL MOVABS ( l 0 , 600- ( MY ( l ) - MY C 4 )  
00 1 4  
00 1 5  
00 1 6  
00 1 7  
i'.HH S 
00 1 9  
0020  
002 1  
0022 
0023 
0 0 2 -1  
o,:>2s 
0 0 2 6  
0027 










0 0 37 
C 
CALL DRWREL < MX C 3 ) -MX < l ) , 0 )  
C ALL MOVREL l MX ( 4 ) - M X ! 3 ) , 0 )  
CALL DRWREL ( MX C 6 ) -NX ( 4 ) , 0 )  
CALL  MOVABS C 1 0 r 600- ( HY C 1 ) -M Y C 5 )  
CALL DRWREL < MX ( 3 ) -MX ( l ) , 0 )  
CALL  �OVREL < MX ( 4 ) -MX < 3 > , 0 >  
CALL DRWREL C MX ( 6 ) -MX C 4 ) , 0 l  
CALL  MOVABS ( l 0 , 600- C M Y C 1 ) -HY ( 6 )  
CALL  DRWREL < MX < 2 > -M X t 1 ) , 0 )  
C ALL  MOVREL < MX C 4 ) -MX ( 2 > , 0 >  
CALL DRWREL ( MX ( 6 ) •MX C 4 > , 0 >  
CALL  MOV ABS ( l 0 , 600- ( MY ( l ) - MY ( 7 )  > ) 
CALL DRWREL C MX  C 2 f-M X  C 1 )  , () ) 
CALL  MOVABS ( 1 0 , 600- ( M Y ( l ) - MY ( 8 )  ) > 
CALL  DRWREL C MX ( 2 ) -MX ( 1 ) , 0 )  
N O W  �R�W  f H E  VER T I CAL L I NES  
CALL  D RWREL C O , HY C 1 > -M Y ( 8 )  > 
CALL  M OVREL ( MX < 3 > -MX < 2 > , 0 >  
CALL DRWREL C O , M Y C 5 ) -MY ( l )  ) 
CALL MOVREL C MX C 4 ) -M X C 3 ) , MY C 6 ) -MY ( 5 )  
CALL DRWREL < O , MY C 1 > -MY ( 6 )  ) 
CALL MOVREL ( MX < S > -MX C 4 ) , 0 )  
CALL DRWREL < O , MY < 6 > -MY ( 1 )  ) 
CALL  MOVREL < MX C 6 ) -MX C 5 ) , 0 )  
CALL  D R W R EL < O , HY ( 1 ) -M Y ( 6 )  ) 
MENU  SHOULD  NOW  BE  D RAWN ON  SCREEN  
0038  RETURN  
0 0 3 9  END  
C * * * * * * * *l**** * i *** * * ***** ******** * ** * * ** ****** **********'****  
000 1 S U BROU T I NE CLEAN  
0002  I NT E GER*2  F NAME C 6 )  
0003  I NT E G E R l 2  ONAME C 1 2 )  
0004  D IME NS I ON 1 CT ( 2 000 ) , ! T Y ( 2 00 0 ) , I X X ( 2000 ) , ! YY C 2000 ) 
C NOTE  THAT  ONLY 2000  P O! N T S  CAN  BE  CLEANED  
0 005  C O M MON /SW T CH/ I COUNT , ! DEL , I RES , I 3 A V E , I EX I T  
·:· () ::) ,:; 
•.J •J •,} / 
·, " 
-.. '1 . .}o 
•J ·:, c1 9 
O •:) l •) . 
00 1 1  
i) () 1 :!  
0 0 1 3  
0 0 1 4  
0 ·:)1 5  
lj :)1 6  1 5  
O •J l 7 
0 •:) 1 8  1 6  
00 1 9  
0020  
0 02 1  
: : 3 : A R T : I O �G , I XA X I S · l S I NG , MLt , I NK , I SYB  
: t .; .1 ;" '.J N i  r ·�t F'.�:/ : :· y r:· �  
: c1 :�= :L H / : _  1 i E ! RM'. f{ A Y .: :· o :  
·., . ,  ··- . . � E L �  
\ ;; L L  B E �. L  
. .  :�i l ... f-: �.L L  
C AL. L M� MG  DE  
;" u w 3 - :-_ u w 2 + 1 
I P T  =- 0  
I Y F' E l 5 
F ORMAT ( '  T Y P E  F ! NAL  O U TPUT  F I L E �AME : TABOUT t DAT ; l ' ) 
ACCEPT  1:5 ,  ONAME  
FOHMAT ( ! 2A2 ) 
ONAME ( 1 2 ) = 0 
OPE N C UN I T = NUW3 , NAME=ONAME , T YPE= ' NE W ' )  








0023  1 
0024  
0025  · 1 0 
0026 
0 0 27 
0 029 
0 0 3 1  
0032  50  
0033  
0 0 34 60  
0 0 35 
:0037 
0038 99  
0039  
00 40  
0042  
0 0 43 35  
0044  30 
0 0 45  
0046  
0 0 4 7  
0048  
0049  
R E A D  AND  CLEAN  UP  DELETED  P O I NT S  
NPT�O  
I P T = I f' T + 1  
R EAD ( NUW2 , 1 0 , END=99 ) I CT C I PT ) , I TY C I PT > , I X X C I P T > , I YY C I PT ) 
FORMAT < 1 X , 4 I 6 >  
NPT=:NPT + l  
I F < I CT C I P T > . E0 . 9999 ) SO T O  9 9  
! F C I CT < I PT ) . E 0 . 7777 > G O  T O  5 0  
G O  TO  6 0  
NPT=NPT-2 
I PT = I PT-2 
CO N T I NU E  
I F C I P T . GT . 2000 ) 60 TO  9 9  
G O  T O  1 
CONT I NU E  
D O  30  1 = 1 , NPT  
I F < I CT ( I ) . E G . O ) GO TO  35  
WR I TE C NUW3 , 1 0 , EN D=30 ) I CT < I > , I TY C I ) , I X X C I ) , I YY C I )  
C ON T I NU E  
CONT I N U E  
CL0SE < UN I T : NUW2 ) 
CL0SE ( UN ! T ==NUW3 ) 
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0 0 0 7  
;) ()1;) 8  
·� t) "1) 9 
·.) 0 1 0  
J O U 
,) �· . 2 
Y: 1. 3 











·""' , ,  
THIS  PROGRAM  D I SPLAYS  DATA  O B TA I NED  PREV I OUSLY  BY THE· 
T E NTAB  TABLET  ROUT I NE A N D  C ALCULATES S OM E  MEASUREMENTS  
W H I CH HAVE NOT  BEEN  USE D P R EV I OUSLY F O R  OSTEON  COUNT I NG .  
W R I T T EN B Y  G ALE DAV I D  SLUT ZKY  1 979 A S  P A RT OF  
F ULLF I LLMENT  OF MASTER  THES I S . 
R E AL 
REAL  
I NT EGER  
I NTEGER  
X , Y , DMAX 
XSUM , YSUM r AREA t SU B , UPPER , LOWE R , T OTAL  
I NEW , I OL D , I C OUNT , JTYPE , N , R  
KXCO R C 1 00 ) , LYCOR C 1 0 0 ) 
REAL  S I ZE C 25 0 ) , D I AM ( 250 ) 
LOG I CAL* l FNAME ( 1 5 }  
D I MENS I O N RARRAY ( 6 0 )  
GPC:N A!...L F I LES + 
no s I = 1 , 1 5 
F N A M E  ( I )  = C• 
s - ::mn l N Ll E  
T YPE  ·1 0 
t O  � O RMAT ( ' I I N P UT F I LE ? ' )  
ACCEP T  1 5 , FNAMf 
i. 5 i='DRi"Htr ( 1 :. f-t i ) 
· · � .::: .:.: 0 : o ··J T : N ·_, E 
: 0 2 1  A C CEP�  1 5 ,  F � A M �  
... ·) '.2 2 . iJ F· E N { · J N 1 f := 3 , HAM  E :;: F N t"i ME , T ·( F' E = . r� E W ' , A C C E S S = ! 3 E Q U E N T I AL  ., , 
2 F O RM� · F GRM A T TED  , D I SPOSE � ' S A VE ' ; .  
0 �· 2 3  nu  Jo  . { :.:· 1 , 1 5 
00 � 4  F NA ME i l � =O 
0025  5 0  CONT I NU E  
0 0 - 6  T Y PE 35  
0021/  3 5  - O� M A T C ' i O Ll T P U T  f I L E 2 ? ' )  
0028  A CCEPT  1 5 ,  F N A M E  
0 0 29 QPEN < UN I T = 4 , N AME = FNAME , T YPE= ' NEW ' , ACCES S = ' SEQUENT I AL ' , 
















0 0 4 1 
0042  
















0 () 5 8  
0059  
0 0 6 0  
0 0 6 1 





0 0 63 
0 0 6'4  
0065 
1)() 6 6  
1) () 6  7 
0068 
0 0 69 
· 0 0 7 0  
0 0 7 1  
0 0 72 
1)073  
0 0 7 4  
10 0 75  
I N I T I AL I ZE VAR I ABLES • 
C ALL 1 N I T T ( 2 4 0 ) 
R=O  
I NEW= - 1  
CHECK=O 
N=O 
I OlD= 1 00 0  
XSUM= O + O  
YSUM=O . O  
4 5  CALL SVS T AT C RARRAY ) 
READ ( 2 , 50 , END=54 ) I COUN T , JTYPE , K X C O R < N + 1 > , LY C O R < N+ 1 > 
50  FORMAT ( 1 X , 4 I 6 )  
CALL RESTAT C RARRAY ) 
I NEW= I COUNT  
N=N+ l 
I F { I NEW + EO .  I OLD ) CALL D RWABS ( KXCOR C N ) , LYCO R C N ) ) 
I F < I NEW . NE +  I OLD ) C ALL M OVABS < KXCOR < N > , LYCOR C N ) > 
I F ( I NEW  . GT .  I OLD ) GOTO 5 5  
AN=N 
XSUN=XSUM+KXCOR C N )  
YSUM�YSUM+LYCOR ( N )  
I OLD= INEW 
GOTO 45  
THE DATA  1TORED IN  XSUM , YSUM  I S  USED  T O  CAL CULATE  
P O I NTS  OF T HE C E N T RO I D . 
5 4  CHECK= l  
55 X=XSUM /AN  
Y=YSUM/AM  
CALL MOVEA < X , Y )  
CALL  DRAWA ( X r 'f >  
CALL HOVABS < K XCOR < N > , � YCOR C N ) ) 
1, r: EA::O . 0 
S LJ B ::O . v  
7HE  P fWGR 1�M  �r nw C O M F' tJf !;: �:; f HE  .1 F: E t"t JF � HE  ; S T  EON  
A N D  S f ORES  THi:  1JALUE  I N  M� hR:;:A  · ,  f" OR  t.. ;H EF: U S f: . 
X C  :i. =K X CdR ( i� - 1 )  
XC2=KXCOR C 1 ) ·  
, ·r C 1 = L Y  C O  R C 1 ) 
YC2=LY C OR < �� - 1 :, 
A R E A = XC UYC l 
S U B =XC2*YC2  
D O  ,5 0 I ::::2 , N - 1  
XC 1 ::: K XCLlR { l - 1 ) 
XC2-:::KXCOR ( I )  
Y C 1 = LYCOF: ( ! )  
YC2=LYCOR ( I - 1 ) 
A REA�AREAtX C l i Y C l  
S UB =: S U B tX C 2:t< Y C 2  
77 

























' 00 9 1  
c, 092  
0093  
i){) 9 4 
009S  
0097 
;) 0 98 
i)-0 9 9  
, ,  
i t:, {;' 
:·, :. ·1 1 








0 1 0 3  
0 1 04 
0 1 05 
0 1 06 
0 1 07 
0 1 0 8 
60 CONT I NUE  
U P F EF: =AF:EA/2 + 0 
L O lJ ER=SUB/2 . 0  
TOTAL = C UPPER- LOWER ) / 1 0000 + 0  
T OTAL=ABS  < T OT  AU 
R = R t l  
w R I T E < 3 , 65 ) TOTAL  
65 FORMAT ( F8 . 3 )  
S I ZE C R ) = TOTAL 
S I ZE I S  A VALUE  W H I C H  W I LL BE  USED  TO  CALCULATE  THE  
P ERCENT OF LAMELLAE BONE  BY  TAK I NG �THESE STORED  
AREAS  AND  SUBTRACT I NG T HEM FROM  T HE T OTAL AREA OF  THE 
SAMPLE . 
THE  NEXT CALCULAT I O N  I S  ' A  ROUGH  EST I M ATE FOR  THE  
DI AMETER . IT  IS  CALLED  DMAX . 
DMAX=-999 , 0  
N l =N-2 
DO 70 I :::: 1 , N l 
I 1 = I + l  
D O  7 5  J= I 1 ,  N - 1  
X C ! =KXCOR < r ) 
XC2=KXCOR ( J )  
YC 1 -::LY COR ( ! ) 
' 
Y C 2 == L  Y COR  C J  i 
D =SQRT < C XC 1 - XC2 > % * 2 + ( YC1-YC2 > * *2 > 
I F  < II • G T . D MAX ) DMAX=D  
75  C ONT I NUE 
. 70  ;: O N T I NUE  
P E R H�PS  I �  A G � Q � T �  S f UDY . 
� T  T H I 3  S T � G E  ONE  O S T E O N  COUN T I NG �EATURE H A S  J E E N  
D I S P �A Y EL  W i TH I TS AREt  STORED  I N  AN  A R RAY C ALLED 
S I ZE , T HE  F I LE  D I AM C ONT A ! NS THE  D I AMETERS , �ND 
THE C EN T RO I D  HAS  BEE� PLOT TED . NOW  THE PROGRAM 
START S · OVER  ON  f HE . � E X T  S E R I E S  QF  JATA  PO I N TS . 
I.. S U i"'i =KXCOF:  <. M )  
Y S U M ·� L  Y C O R  ( N )  
KXCOR ( i ) =K XC O R < N >  
LYCOR C \ ) =LYCOR ( N )  
N ;.; 1  
I OL D = I NEW 
78 
0 1 09 : FT: 1 : : ;__  . .  : + !:U •  O ) G O T O  4 5  
0 1 � i  C�GSE � �N ! T = � f D I SPOSE = ' S AVE ' l 
0 1 1 2  CL0SE < U N I T �3 , 0 I SPOSE= ' S AVE ' ) 
0 1 1 3 C �OSE C UN I T = � , D I SPOSE= ' SAVE ' ) 
0 1 1 4 C A L �  f SEND  
0 1 1 5  CAl i  , :' NMODE 
0 1 1 b  E N D  
79 
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: o  1 i) 
I ., .J -· 'J .l. 1 
: · o i :2 
} •..,i :l .5 
� Q 1 •l 
•J 0 1 3  
0 0 b  




) 1) 1 8 
i) O l 9 
5 
1 0  
1 5  
2 •j 
'2�  
TH I S  PROGRAM SHOWS  THE  N UMB E R  O F  O STEON  C OUNT I NG 
FEAT URES  AND  CALCULATES  THE  PERCENT  O F  LAMELLAE  
BONE + T WO PREV I OUSLY CREATED  F I LES A RE USED . ONE  
I S  THE  TENTAB  F I LE  C OSTOUT . DAT ) AND THE  SECOND  I S  
( S I Z E . DA T > O R  THE  AREA  M EASUREMENTS . 
R EAL  TOTAL < l OO > , T , SUH , PERCNT  
I NTEGER  I K I ND C 250 ) , JK I ND < 2SO > , I COUNT C 1 00 ) , JTYPE C 1 00 } 
I NTEGER  CHECK , R , N , I CHANG , I START , A , B , C , D , E , F , G 
L06 I CAL* l FNAME < 1 5 )  
OPE N  ALL F I LES . 
DO  5 I = 1 , 1 3 
�Nt, M E  < I )  == O  
CON f I NUE  
T Y PE 1 0  
FORMAT ( ' S I NP UT F I LE  F OR  OSTEON COUNT I NG ? ' )  
TH I S  I S  THE  OUTPUT  F I LE F ROM  T H E  T ENTAB  T A BLE T  
PROGRAM  W H I CH W I LL B E  CALLED  O S TOUT . DA T . 
� S C ::PT  l 5 , F NAME 
F I] RM  !� : I 15  11 : :• 
O P E � ( LlN : T - 2 · N AM E =FNAME 1 f Y P E = · OLD ' 1 AC C E SS = ' S EQUENT I AL ' 1 
1 �E A � ONLY · � o RM � ' FORMA r T E D ' · D I SPOSE= ' SA V E  ) 
f:t) '.2 0  > 1 , 1 :::.i 
F rt; M E  ( I )  -:(,  
CONT I NU �  
r Y �· E  2 :i  
F O RMA T C ' 1 I N PUT  F I LE FOR  � A M E L L A E  PERCENT? ' )  
T H I S  I S  T H E  DATA  S T ORE D  I N  S I Z E . DAT  O R  T H E  
AREA  M E A S GREMENTS . 
t{ CCEPT  ! S t F tUtM E  
J P EN : U N I T : 3 , NAME=FNAME , T YPE= ' OL D ' , ACCESS= ' SEGUENT I AL ' , 
2 R EADON LY , F OR M = ' F O R M A T T E D ' ,  D ! SPOSE= ' SAVE ' )  
0020  DO  3 0  I = l , 1 5 
0 02 1  FNAME ( I ) =O 
0 0 22 30 CONT I NU E  
0023  fYPE  35  
80 









0 0 2 7  
0028  
0 0 2 9  











3 5  F ORMAT ( ' S O U T PUT  F I L E  F O R  RESULTS? ' )  
T � I S  F I LE W I L L  BE  C ALLED  RESULT . DAT . 
{1CCEPT  1 5 ,  F N A M E  
OPEN < UN I T =4 ,  N A ME=FNAME , T YPE= ' NE W ' , ACCESS = ' SEQUEN T I AL ' ,  
3�0RM = ' FbRMA TTED ' ,  D I SPOSE= ' S AVE ' ) 
I N I T I AL I ZE ALL  VAR I ABLE S . 
N ·:·o 
R :: O  
I C l-!A r' 8 = 1 0 0 0  
I S f ART=O  
� -:: 0  
B ::: 0  





T-=O . O  
SUi'1=0 . 0  
0040  C H ECK = O  
00 4 1  4 0  � EAD ( 2 1 1 5 , £N D= 1 00 ) I COUNT ( Nt l ) , J T Y PE < Nt 1 ) 
0 0 4 2  45  �ORMA T ( 1 X , 2 I 6 , 1 2X ) 
0 0 43 I ST ART= !COUNT < N+ l > 
00 4 4  N = Nt l 
0 0 4 5  I F ! I S T �RT . G T .  I CHANG ) G O T O  5 0  
00 4 7  I �H A NG : I S TART  
00 4 8  G O T O  1 0  
0 � 49 1 J0 CH2CK � :  
{)050  . �- r·H· L 
() 1 •• 1 J /  r- ; ·· 
1: Yi  � :H S  ? O  I N T  �,J E N E E D  -:- o T AL L Y  UP THE  ·r.i i F FERENT  
C f EATURES  B Y  T HE I R  T Y P ES , 
C : 1 �E  A �EFERS  r o  OSTE ONES . 
C r �P r  B REFERS  T C  N O N -HAVER S I A N  CANALS . 
c Type C re fers  to  fragment s ·o f  osteorie s .  
C - Type D refers  t o  osteone s on the e dge o f  the f ie l ds . 
C T Y P E  E �EF ERS T O  �EA BSORP T I ON  H OLES . 
C n ;:, E F REFERS  T O  THE  RO UNDARY  O F  THE  P I C TU R E  S AMPLE • 







Sp  EC  I AL  NOTE  1 ; ! TYPES  A , 8 , C , D , E , A N D  G ,1 UST B E  L I  S T E  B 
BEFORE  F I S E N TERED I N  THE  T E N TA B  ROUT I NE . ! � !  
0 0 6 ()  
006 1  
. 0 063 
0 0 65 
0067  
006_9 
0 0 7 1  
ij 0 7 3  
0 0 75 
0 0 7 6  
0 0 7 7  
0078  
0 0 7 9  
0 0 8 0  
008 1 
0 0 82 
0 1)83  
1 05 
1 1 0  
C 
DO 1 05 1 :: 1 , R  
I F ( JI G N D ( I )  
I F  ( JK I tHt ( I }  
I F C JK I N D C I )  
I F < J K I N D ( I )  
I F  ( JK ! ND < I >  
I F { JK I ND ( I >  
I F ( JK I Nit ( I >  
CONT I NUE 
!.JR I TE < 4 d 1 0 ) A  
FOF:MAT C I 6 )  
W R I TE C 4 , 1 1 0 ) B  
W R I TE { 4 , 1 1 0 > C  
IJR I T E < 4 , 1 1 0 ) D  
WR I TE ( 4 , 1 1 0 ) E  
WR I TE C 4 d 1 0 ) F  
iilR I T E C 4 , 1 1 0 ) G 
• E Q . 1 )  A=AH 
. Ea .  2 }  B=Bt1  
. EO .  3 > C=C + l  
. EQ .  4 )  D = D + 1  
. EG .  $ ) E= E + l  
. EG .  b ) F== F t l  
. EO .  7 > G=GH 
C NOW TO CALCULATE  THE PER CENT  OF  LAMELLAE  B O NE . 
C 
0084  · 1 1 5 READ < 3 , 1 20 , END= 1 25 ) TOT AL ( T+ 1 . 0 >  
0 085 1 20 FORMAT C F8 . 3 )  
0086  T = T + l . O  
0087 GOTO 1 1 5 
0088  1 2 5 CON T I NU E  
0089  PERCN T = TD T AL ( T )  
0 0 9 0  I T ::: T  
00 '1 1  D C  · 1 30 I = l , ( I T - .. ) 
0 092  SUM= S UM t TOTAL � I )  
009 3  1 30 C O N T I NU E  
0 0 9 �  PE RCNT � c P�RCN T - S U M ) !T O T A L ! � )  
00 �5  ?E RCN� =PERCN T � l O O  
0 0 9 6  �R I - E : 4 ! 1 35 , P E R C N �  
C :LOSE  ALL  F � L ES . 
r·· 
0099 CLOSE  C UN !  - - 2 , D lSPGSE � · a AVE ' ) 
0 1 0 0 CLOSE { U N I 7 =3 , D I SPOS E� ' S � V E ' l 
0 1 0 1  tLOSE l Ll N I T � 4 , D I SP O SE � ' S AVE ' > 
0 P:) 2 S TOP  
0 1 0 3 '.::N ir 
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TH I S  PROGRAM TAKES  FOUR  RESULT . DAT  F I LE S  NUMBERED I N  
s e quence togethe r
.
so  a l l  four f ie l ds are repre sented  
C 
C 
BY QNE  TO TAL COUNT  AND  T H E  P E RCENT  JF  LAMELLAR  BONE  ! S AN  




REAL RPARTA , RPARtB , R PAR T C , R PARTD , LA�L  
I NTEGER  N , OS T , NHV , FRA , COR  
0003 
0004 
I NT EGER  P ARTA ( 5 ) , PARTB ( 5 ) , PART C ( 5 > , PARTD ( 5 )  









O P E N  -�LL  F I L E S . 
It0 5 I = l , 1 5 
F N :� M E  ( I )  = O  
CON T I NUE  
. TYPE  1 0  
0009  1 0  FORMAT ( ' S ! NPUT  F I LE RESULT l t DA T  F O R  f O T A L  SCORE ' )  
C 
C TH I S  I S  F i ELD  A FOR  T H E  SAMPLE  B E I N G  r ES T E D . 
C 
,J o t o  �CCEPT  � 5 , F N A M E  
C, i) l :  
0 0 1 2 D F' :: N ( : I N  I T ·· 1 ,. :-! {1 M E �. F NAM  E 1 � Y f' E -· 0 L D ' . � C C E :: S ::: .. ·1 E ) U E N T I {i L ... 
0 0  4 FWrME  ·r 1 - = O  
00 1 5  10 C J �T l � U i  
00 1 6  ; � P E  2� 
Q O 1 7 2 '.5 : U F: M f1 T ,: H NF' U 1 :· I LE  ;: E S ULT  :! . Cl t, -i t� D R O T i": : _ 3 C D  i;: E ' :· 
f' ,_, 
C 
00 1 8  � C C E P T  ! 5 , FNAME  
0 0 1 9  OP E N ( UN I T = 2 , NAM E = FNAME , T YPE� ' OLD � : AC C E S S =  ri E QUENT ! A L ' , 
2RE A D 0NLY , FO RM = ' F 0 R M A T T E D ' , D I SP O S E � ' S4 VE ' 
0020 DO 3 0  I = l , 1 5 
002 1  FNAME ( I ) �O 
0022 . 30  CONT I NUE  
0 0 2 3  T Y P E  3 5  






0 0 2 6  
0 0 27 
0028  
·0 029  
10030  




















0 0 4 2  
{)0 4 3  
00 4 4  
0 (:. 4 5  
·> : 1 6  
•:) 0 4 7  
() 1) '¾ 8 
0 0 4 9  
{) .)50  
% 5 1  
005 2  







0 0 60 
006 1 
0062  




t H I S  IS  F ! EL D  C F OR T H E  3AMPLE  BE I N G  T E S T E D . 
ACCEP T  1 5 , F N AME  
OPEN C UN I T = 3 , NAME=FNA M E , T YP£= ' 0L D ' , A CCESS= ' S E GUE NT I AL ' r  
J R EADONLY , F ORH= ' FORM A T T E D ' , D I SP O S E = ' SAVE ' ) 
DO  4 0  I = l , 1 5 
· F NA�E ( I >  �o  
CONT I NUE  
T YPE  4 5  
F ORMAT ( ' J I NPUT F I L E  RESULT 4 . DA T  F O R  T O T AL  S CORE ' > 
T H I S  I S  F I EL D  D F O R  THE  SAM-f'LE  B E I NG  TESTE D .  
ACCEP T 1 5 , FNAME  
OPEN ( UN I T=4 , NAME=FNAME , T Y PE= ' OLD ' , ACCE S S= ' SEDUENT I AL ' , 
4 R EAD0NLY , FORM= ' FORMATTED ' , D I S POSE= ' S AVE ' >  
DO  50 I = l , 1 5 
FNAME C I ) :::0 
CONT I NUE  
TYPE  55  
FORMAT ( ' S THE OUTPUT F I L E  O F  T O T AL COUNT S W I LL B E? ' ) 
TH I S  F I LE � I LL B E  CAL L ED UN I TE . DA T . 
A CCEPT  1 5 , FNAME  
OPEN ( UN I T = 8 , NAHE=FNAME , T YPE= ' NEW ' , A CCESS= ' SEQUENT I AL ' ,  
5FORM= ' F 0R MAT T E D ' , D I SP0SE= ' S AVE ' > 
I N I T I AL I ZE ALL VA R I ABLES . 
N == O  
OST=O  
trn V ::{)  
FRA = O  
�:T G ·= i) 
t·t· r1 ·.1 ·:: tJ H  i r f· A F· r A { � )  
F r�ti = ;- r : ,; + t· f1�:1 .. r, \ 3 ,  
65 :..;ONT  [ NUE  
REA D ( 1 � 7 0 , END = 7 2 ) R PARTA . 
70 C O RMA T ( / / / / / / / /28X � F 8 . 3 ) 
72 CON E NIJE  
UML - · L  AML  H�PAF:TA  
N = t) 
75  READ C 2 , 60 1 END�BO ) ( P ARTB C N+ l ) , N= 0 , 3 )  
O S T =OST tPARTB ( l )  
N H V =· N HV  � F'ARTB  C 2 )  
FRA=r R A tPA R T'B C 3 )  
84 
() 063  
0 0 6 4  









00 7 4  













EDG =-;�flG+P ?tHB < 4 )  
80  CONTI NUE  
� E A D ( 2 r 7 0 , END=82 ) RP A R T B  
8 2  CONT I NUE-
LAML-= LAML +RF'ARTB  
N=O  
85 R E A D < 3 , 60 ! END=90 ) ( P ART C < N+ 1 > , N =0 , 3 )  
O ST=OST+F'AR TC ( l )  
NHV=NHlJ+PART C C 2 )  
FRA=FR A +PARTC C 3 ) . 
r nG=EBG+F' (lRT C ( � > 
9 0  CONT I NUE  
READ C 3 , 7 0 , END =92 ) RP ARTC  
9 2  CONT I NU E  
L A ML =LML+RPARTC  
N=O  
95 READ ( 4 , 60 , EN D= 1 00 ) ( P A R TD < N+ 1 > , N =0 , 3 )  
OS T=OS T+PARTD  C 1 > 
NHV=NHV+PARTD ( 2 ) 
FRA=FRA+F'ARTD ( 3 )  
EDG=EDG+PART D ( 4 )  
1 0 0  CON T I NU E  
R E A D C 4 , 70 , END= 1 02 ) RPARTD  
1 02  CONT I NUE  
. LAHL =LAML+RP ARTD  
0088 C O R�EDG/2 
0 089  O S T=OS T +COR  
0090  LAML=L A ML/4 . 0  
0 0 9 1  w R I TE < 8 , 1 05 ) 0 S T  
OOQ2 1 05 FORMA T ( 1 X , I 6 )  
0093 � R ! T E ( 8 , 1 05 ) NHV 
0094 WR i tE ( 8 1 1 0 5 ) F RA  
0 095 �R I T E C 8 , 1 � 0 � L�ML  
J 0 9 6  1 : 0  F CRMAT t 1 X i ' P E�CEN- OF LAMELLAE BONE I 2  , F f r . 3 )  
r � 0 S � � 0 S E  �N : � � : , D I S ?QS E � ' SAV E ' !  
0 q 9  :: i.. D S E  dJ :,i I T -:-:  ·; � [.t: U : F ·E E = ; S A 1:E ' )  
C• '. 0 1  CUS E { LHE T ·· 8 r D I 3P 0 '3E - ' SAVE ' )  
<) l 0'.2  S T 0 1� 
0 l 03  :N i) 
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0 0 1. 0  
,:, ;) 1 1  
O "  i. .:  
O O i .3  
0 0 1 4 
00 1 5  
00 1 6  
0 0 1 7  
0 0 1 8  
0 0 1 9  























TH I S  PROGRAM  MAKES  ALL  A DJUSTMENTS  FOR D I F F ER ENT  M I CROSCOPES  
BY  CORREC T I NG F I E L D - S I ZE T O  KERLEY ' S  REV I SED  1 . 62MM  AFTER  
U BELAKER ' S  RE-ANALY S I S  O F  KERLEY ' S  DATA . ALSO  ALL  
MEASUREMENTS A RE  CORRECTED  FOR  SCAL I NG S O  THAT  THE  UN I T  
TERMS  ARE I N  M IL I MEIERS . F I NALLY , T HE  CHO I CE O F  T Y PE  I S  
g iven s o  the appropriate reg�e ss ion formu l a ( s )  may be chose; 
AND  T H E  AGE  G I VEN . 
L I S T  OF  VAR I ABLE S . 
LOG I CAL* l FNAME ( 1 5 )  
R EAL PI , CORFA , CORFB , CORFC , FS I ZE , P S I ZEA  
REAL  RM I CR O , NP O I N T , SQUAR 1 , SGUAR 2 , AREAA , A REAB , RADB 
REAL KD I AM , KRAD , KAREA , OAREA , CVMSF , PERCNT , FPE RCT 
REAL Y , X , AGE 1 , AGE2 , E DGEN  
REAL P K I ND C 1 0 ) , FCOUNT ( 1 0 ) .  
I NTEGER  JK I ND C 1 0 ) , SCORE ( 1 0 ) , NUMBE R , VALUE , TA B  
OPEN A L L  F I LES . 
D O  5 I = l , 1 5 
FNAME ( I ) -=0 
5 CO N T I N U E  
TYPE  1 C  
� o  FORMAT , ' � : NF'UT  F I L E  O F  sro ;: rn  �\ ESULT S . : 
TH I S  I S  T H E  �E SUL T . OAT = I LE OR  UN I T E . D A T  
U N I TE . DAT  I S  T H E  T O T A L  SCORES  F O R  4 F I EL D S  
A C CEP T  1 5 , FNAME  
1 5  F O R M A T < 1 5 A 1 ) 
OPEN < UN I T =2 , NAME =FNAME , T Y P E = ' OLD ' , ACCE SS= ' SEOUENT I AL ' ,  
1 RE AD ONLY , FORM= ' F O R MA TTED ' , D I SP0SE= ' S A V E ' ) 
DO ·�o I = l , 1 5 
FNr:\ME  ( I )  =O  
20  CONi  I N IJE 
TYPE 25 
25 FORMAT C ' STH I S  NEW GUTPUT F I LE  W I LL B E  C ALLED? ' )  
I N  HONOR  OF A GREAT  SLEU T H , TH I S  F I LE � I LL BE  C ALLED  HOLMES . DA T , 































'."\CCEP T 1 5 , FNAME 
OPEN ( UN I T = 3 , NAME = FNAM E , TYPE= 1 NEW ' � ACC E S S = ' S E GU E N T ! AL ' r 
2F ORM= ' F ORMATTED ' , D I 3 POSE= ' SAVE ' ) 
I N IT I AL I Z E  ALL VAR I ABLES . 
P I =3 . 1 4 1 5 92654  
FS I ZE =O . O  
P S I ZEA=O . O  
X = O . O  
T H E  F I R S T  S T E P  I S  TO CORRECT  F O R  SCA.L I NG fACTOF:S  AND  G E T  
ALL  U N I T  T E RMS  I N TO M I L I M E T E R S . 
TYPE  30  
30 FORMA T ( ' $ EN T ER  I N  F I EL D - S I ZE HM AND PHOTO - S I Z E  I NCHES ' )  
ACCEPT  35 , FS I ZE , P S I ZEA 
35  F ORMAT ( 2� 8 . 3 )  
C O R FA =  1 .  0 / 1'00 . 0 
C ORFB=25 . 4 / 1 . 0  
I.J R  I TE < 3 ,  3 6 ) C ORF  A 
3 6  F ORMAT { l X , F S . 2 > 
lJR I T E < 3 , 3 6 ) CO RFB 
CORFC=F S I ZE / ( PS I Z E A  * 25 . 4 ) 
W R I TE ( 3 , 37 ) C ORFC  
37  FORMAT C 1 X , F 1 2 . 1 0 )  
F: M I CRO�FS I Z E/ 2 . 0  
NP 0 I NT =RM 1 CRO/ { C0RF A*CORFB*CORFC ) 
WR I TE C 3 1 3 8 ) NP 0 I N T  
3 8  FORMAT  C 1 X , F 1 1 . 5 )  
87 
C WE  N E ED  THE  T ERMS  SQUARED ( CO R F A *CDRFB*CORFc,cORFD ) AN D  NPO I N T S . 
C 
0 0 4 3  SQUAR l ( CORF AtCORFB*CDRF C ) lt2  
0 0 4 4  WR : TE C 3 r 37 1 SQUAR l 
0 0 4.:, w .n TE , .. , 3 ,  , : :j :_: H i� 2  
0 0 4 7  3 !,>  ; Q RMA 1 l l l d· i.  .. 0 )  




T H I S  W l LL BE  o � F O RMUL A A iPO I NT S , 1 = FORMULA  A ? I CTURE  O I RE � T . 
2 = CALC LI LATE  B G T �  OF  T H E  A REAS . 
0056 ACCE P T 4 5 , N U M B ER  
0 0 5 1  4�  F ORMAT ( I l l  
0052 I F C NUMBER  . Ea .  l ) G OTO  50  
0 0  5 4 t) R E A ,� :: p  I lS !J U A R  1 * S 1J I J A R 2  
0055  WR ! T E ! 3 , 47 ) AREAA  
0056  47  F ORMAT  ( 1 X , F 1 1 + 9 >  
0057 I F ( NUMBER . EO .  O ) GOTO  $5 
.0059 50 P S I Z EA�PS I ZEA* C FS I ZE/PS I ZEA > 
1
0060 RADB==PS I ZEA/2 . 0 
0 0 6 1  
0 0 6 2  
0 0 63 


























ti R EM'=F' UR ,; DBU2 
WR I TE ( 3 ,  5 2  > AREAB  
52  F ORMA T ( 1 X , ' T H E  M I C ROSCOP E F I E L D - S I Z E I S ' F l l . ? , ' M M . ' )  
5 5  CON T I NUE  
T HE  SECOND STEP  COR R E C T S  THE  Q B SERVERS ·  M I C R1 3COPE F I E LD 
S I ZE < MEASURED  BY  S T�G E  M I CR O M E TE R > AND  CORR ECTS T O  
KERLEY ' S  REV I SE D  DATA  A S  ESTABL I SH E D  B U  UBELAKER ' S  R E­
EVALUA T I ON OF KERLEY ' S  S TU D Y + 
KD I AM= l . 62 
KRA D = l . 6 2 / 2 . 0  
KA F: E A= P U :KRAD :U2  
W R I TE C 3 ,  47 > KAREA  
OAREA=AREAA  
I F ( NUMBER  . EO .  l } OAREA=AREAB  
' 
S T AGE  F I ELD  CORRECT I N G  VALUE  I S  C ALCULAT E D  BY  D I V I D I N G  
OBSERVE R ' S  �REA  I NTO KERLEY ' S  A R E A  A N D  M ULT I PLY I NG I T  
with osteones , f ragment s ,  and non-Ha lvers ian cana l s . 
L AMELLAE BONE  AND · OTHER  F EATURE S  ARE  NOT  EFFEC TED . 
CVMSF  STANDS FOR  CORRECT I NG V ALU E  M I C ROSCOPE  STAGE  F I EL D . 
CVMSF=KAREA/OAREA  
WR IT E ( 3 , 4 7 ) CVMS�  
0 B T A  I N  NECESSARY  · I N FORMAT  I ON FROM  F: ES  ULT  • DAT  • 
0074  TYPE  56  
88 
0075  56  F O RMAT ( ' $ S E LEC T  WHETHER  DO I N G  RESULT . DAT  OR  iJ N ! TE S A M P LE ? ' )  
; O J , 
00 1 8 
!) ,.) 8 1} 
008 :!. 
0082  
·'.> 0 8 3  
0 0 8 4  
0085  
0 086  
00'87 
0 () 8 8  
0089  
0 0 9 0  
009 1 
f






TH  I s  w I LL  BE  ,) ; o R  �:E SIJLT . �I AT �:U N  - �i N D  t F O R  tt O r nG U N I T E  :WN t 
TYPE  5 8 , i J K I N D ( K ) , K � l , 3 J , P ERSN T 
DO  '3'? f -= 1 , 3 
PK I N D ( I ) = FLOAT C JK I N D C I � ' 
5 'i> CON  r t NUE 
WR I T E ( 3 , 7 2 ) PK I ND C 1 )  
W R I T E ( 3 , 7 2 ) PK I ND < 2 >  
W R I TE ( 3 , 72 ) PK I ND < 3 )  
. 0 0  6 1  I =- 1 , 3  
FCOUN T C I ) = PK I N D < I > *CVMSF  
6 1  CONT I NU E  
. WR I TE ( 3 , 7 2 iFCOUNT ( l l  
WR I T E < 3 , 7 2 ) FC OUNT ( 2 )  
WR I TE ( 3 , 72 ) FCOUNT ( 3 )  
0095  
0 096  
0 0 9 7  
0098  
0099  
0 1 0 0  
0 1 0 1  
0 1 02 
0 1 0 3  
0 1 0 4 
0 1 0 5 













0 1 07 
0 1 08 
0 1 09 
0 1 1 0  
0 1 1 1 
0 1 1 2  
0 1 1 3 
0 1 1 4  
,:) 1 1 5 
O l E 
,:) 1. 1 :.: 
-· .t. ·: :3 
0 .i. l 9 
� ) . .. 2 t  
1 "l
, . � -� -� 
{', 1 ., 
•") 
• ., .J,. .:... ._ 
0 1 23 
0 1 2 4 
0 1 25 




0 12 7  
0 1 2 8 
0 1 29 
0 1 30 
C 
GOTO  79  
60  RE AD C 2 , 65 , EN D = 9 99 ) C JK I ND ( K ) , K = l , 7 ) , PE R C N T  
65  F O RMA i ( 7 ( I 6 , / ) , 28X , F 8 . 3 )  
TYPE  65 , ( JK I ND C K > , K = l , 7 > , PE RCNT  
D O  7C· I = l , 4  
P K I N D ( I > = F L OAT C JK I ND < I > )  
70 CONT I NUE  
WR I T E ( 3 , 72 ) PK I ND < 1 >  
72  F O R MAT < 1 X , F6 . 2 )  
· WR I T E ( 3 , 72 ) PK I ND < 2 > 
W R I T E C 3 , 72 ) PK I ND C 3 )  
WR I TE C 3 , 7 2 1 PK I ND ( 4 )  
P K I ND ( I ) CONTAINS  CORRECT V ALUES O F  OSTEONS  AND F RAGMENT S 
JK I ND C 5 )  CONTA I NS NUMBER  OF  REAB SORP T ! ON HOLES  
JK I ND C 6 )  CONTA I NS BOUNDARY  AREA  
JK I ND C 7 )  CONTA I NS NUMBER  O F  OTHER FEATURES  
PE RCNT CONTA I N S  THE  UNEFFECTED  LAMELLAE BONE 
THE T H I RD STEP I S  TO MULT I PLY THE VALUES  BY 4 S I NCE 
K ERLEY ' S  REGRESS I ON F O RMULAES ARE  BASED  ON 4 F I EL D  
AREAS O F  V I S I ON AND  WE  A RE DNLY US I N G  ONE . 
D O  7 5  I = l d 
FCOUNT ( I > =P K I N D ( I ) l 4 . 0  
75  CON T I NUE 
WR I TE ( 3 , 7 2 > FCOUNT ( 1 )  
WR I TE C 3 , 7 2 ) F COUNT ( 2 )  
WR I TE < 3 , 72 > FCOUNT C 3 )  
WR I T E C 3 , 72 ) F COUN T ( 4 )  
DO 7 7 , I =  1 ,  4 
F C O U N T < I > � F C O U N T ( I > tC V M S F  
7 7  CON T I NU E  
W R I T E � 3 , 7 2 , � C O�NT '. 3 )  
� � : T E ( 3 , ? 2 � FCOUNT < 4 )  
t D G E � � � : ouN f : 4 ) 1 2 , 0 
w :=;: .r r d 3 7 ,7 2 ) E [t GEN 
FCOUMT � i , � FCOUNT ( l ) + EDGEN  
WR I T E C 3 , 72 J F C O UN T ( 1 )  
7 9  F P ERCT � PERCNT/ 1 0 . 0  
WR I T E C 3 r 72 > F P E R C T  
N O W  ! N  T H E  LAST  STEP  ONE  S ELECTS  T HE  BONE  T YPE  AND  
REGRESS  I O N  form·ulaa T O  B E  U SE II  + 
T YPE  30 
8 0  FORMAT < ' S WH I CH K IND  O F  BONE I S  B E I NG U S E D  IN THE SAMPLE! ' )  
ACCEPT 85 , VALUE 




0 1 3 1  
0 1 33 
0 1 34 
0 1 35 
0 1 3 6  
0 1 3,8 
0 1 3 '� 
0 1 40 
0 1 4 1  
0 1 42 
0 1 4 3 







0 1 45 
0 1 46 
0 1 4 7  
0 1 4 8 
0 1 4 '? 
0 1 5 0  
0 1 5 1  
0 1 52 
0 1 5 3  
0 1 5 4  
(} 1 56 
0 : 5 7 
0 1  c:�  
'.) l '.:; 9 
u . t O 
· • ;) t 6 � 
�) l -� 2 
�) b .3  
,j 1 6 4 
0 1 6 6  
0 1 67 
0 1 68 
0 1 6 '1 
0 1 70 
0 ·1 7 1  
0 1 72 
0 1 7 3  
0 1 75 
0 1 7 6  
0 1 7 7  
T H E  V ALUE S R EPRESENTED  ARE 0=FEMUR , 1 = T I 8 I A , 2=F I BULA . 
I F C VALUE  + G T +  0 ) GU 7 0  � 5  
fYPE 9 0  
90  FORMAT ( 1 X , ' YO U R  �: EGF: E S S  I ON . formu las ,� RE ! 1 O STEONE S ,  
1 2  N O N -HAVERS I A N ; 3  FRA GMENTS , AND  4 L A M ELLAR ' )  
GOTO 1 1 5 
95  I F ( VALUE . GT .  l ) GOTO  1 05 
T'f F' E  1 00 
1 0  0 FORMAT < 1 X , ' YOUR  REGRESS  I ON . f ormu 1 as ARE ! 1  0 S T E  ONES  , 
1 2  NON-HAVERS I AN , 3  FRAGMENTS , AN D . 4 LAMELLAR ' )  
GOTO  1 50 
1 0 5  TYPE  1 1 0 
\1 1  �JORMAJ ( 1 X �-· Y O��: REGRESS  I O N  f_C?X:1!1��.!1• ARE : 1 O STEONE S , 
1 2  NON-HAVERS I A N , 3 F RAGMENT S ,  AND 4 LAMELLAR ' >  
GOTO  1 7 5  
1 1 5 C O N T !  NUE  
NOW TO COMPUTE THE AGE FROM  THE  R EGRESS I O N  FORMULA( s )  
90 
FOR THE  VALUE SELECTEL ONE MUST T HEN  CHO I CE THE A PPROPR I A TE  
REGRESS I O N  formulas  I ND I V I DUAL SCORE  OR  I N  COMB I NAT I ONS . . . 
SELECT  S CORE VALUE ( S ) l , 2 , 3 , 4 .  
T YPE 1 1 7 
1 1 7  F0RMAT ( ' $ SELECT SCORE  VALUE ( S ) l , 2 , 3 , 4 ' ) 
DO 1 20 I = l , 4  
3CORE ( ! ) = O 
1 20 CO N T I NUE  
ACCE?T  � 25 ,  ( SCOR E \ I ) , ! = 1 , 4 )  
WR I T E < 3 , 1 25 ) ( S COR E ( I ) , I = 1 , 4 )  
1 25 F ORMAT ( 1 X , 4 I 1 ) 
! F ( S CO F:E < I '  . N E .  U GOTO  i.30 
X -FCOUNT  ( .l :· 
�rn T f E � 3 • l J � ., :V3 E 2 
1 .r n t:OHT I NUE  
I F C SCORE ( I �  1 NE .  � · G 0 T C  1 40 
X := := C OUN T ( 2 i . 
--r . '.: 8 . 3 9 0 - 3 + 1 s  4 :t: X + o . •.) .s :..- six:t. :�2- 0 . 0 0 036*- :< :* *3 
r� G E  1 · .. Y t  1 2 • 1 2 
t: G E 2 ::: f -· 1 2  t 1 � 
W R I TE ( 3 r l 3 5 ) AG E 1  
:� R I TE  ( 3 r 1 15 1 A GE  ·2 
1 4 0 CONT I NU E  
I F {. SC  OF'.  E ( l ) • ;� E • 3 j i3 •j T O ;t •f 5 
X ::: F COUNT < 3 )  
Y =5 . 2 4 1 +0 . 509*X+0 . 0 1 7 *X * * 2 - 0 . 0 0 0 1 5* X * *3  
AGE 1 =Y + 6 . 98 
0 1 78 �8E2=Y- 6 . 98 
0 1 79 W� ! T E < 3 , 1 35) A G E 1  
0 1 80 W R I T E ( 3 , 1 35 ) AGE2  
O l f
f
l 1 4 5 C O N T I NUE  
0 1 82 X=FPERCT 
0 1 8 3 I F < SC OR E < I >  . N E .  4 i GOTO  1 4 7 
0 1 85 Y = 75 . 0 1 7- 1 . 790iX+0 . 0 1 1 4 *X * *2  
0 1 86  A G E 1 = Y t 1 2 . 52 
0 1 87 AGE2=Y- 1 2 . 52 
0 1 8 8  WR I TE ( 3 , 1 35 ) A G E 1  
0 1 8 9  �R I TE C 3 , 1 35 ) AG E 2  
0 1 90 1 4 7 CONT I NU E  
0 1 9 1  GOTO 2 00  
0 1 92 1 50 CONT I NUE  
0 1 93 T YPE  1 1 7  
0 19 4  DO  1 55 I = 1 , 4  
0 1 9S SCORE < I > =O 
0 1 96 1 SS CONT I NUE  
0 1 97  ACCEPT  1 25 ,  < SCORE < I > , I = l , 4 )  
0 1 98 WR I TE < 3 , 1 25 ) C SCORE < I > , I = 1 , 4 )  
0 1 9 9  D O  1 72 ! = 1 , 4  
0200 I F C SCORE C I >  . NE .  l > G OTO ·  1 60 
0202 X=FCOUNT C 1 )  
0203  Y= 1 3 . 4 2 1 B t0 , 660*X  
0204  AGE l =Y+ t 0 . 53 
0205  A G E2=Y- 1 0 . 53 
0206  W R I T E ( 3 , 1 35 ) AG E 1  
0207 WR I TE < 3 , 1 35 ) AGE2 
0 2 08 1 60 CONT I NUE  
0209 I F ( SCORE < I >  , NE .  2 ) GOTO  1 65 
0 2 1 1  X =FCOUNT ( 2 )  
0 2 1 2  Y=67 . 872-9 . 070*X+0 . 4 4 0*X**2�0 . 0062*Xl*3  
02 1 3  AGE l = Y + l 0 . 1 9  
0� 1 4  AGE2=Y - 1 0 . 1 9 
0� � 3  WR I TE ( 3 ! 1 3 5 ) A G E 1 
02 1 6  WR : T E ( 3 r 1 3 5 ) AG E 2  
A 2 1 7  1 65 CON T I N U c  
0 2 1 8  I F ! S CJR i i ! >  . N E .  ' 3 ) S 0 T O  � 70 
0 2 2 0  X = F C O U N T ( J )  
O� � l  Y = - 26 . 9 71 +2 . 3 0 1 1X - 0 + 0 1 4 * X * 1 2  
0 2 �2 AGE l = Y + B . 4 2 
0 22 3  �GE 2 � Y - 8 . 4 2 
0224  WR I TE ( 3 , 1 35 ) AGE 1 
0225  WR I T E C 3 , 1 35 ) AG E2 
0226  1 70 CON T I NUE  
0 227  X = FPERCT 
0228  I F ( S C ORE ( I )  . NE .  4 ) GO TO 1 72 
0230  Y =80 . 93 4 - 2 . 28 1 *X+0 . 0 1 9 * X i *2  
0 2 3 1  AGE 1 =Y t 1 4 . 2 8 
0232  A G E2=Y- 1 4 . 28 
0233 WR I TE < 3 , 1 3 5 ) AG E 1 
0234  W R i iE ( 3 , 1 35 ) A G E2  
0235  1 72 CON T I NUE  
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0236  G O T O  200  
0237  1 75 CONT I NUE 
-0 238  T Y P E  1 1 7 
0239  DO  1 8 0 I = l , 4  
0 2 4 0  SCORE { I ) =O 
0 2 4 1 1 80 CON T I NUE  
02 4 2  














ACCEPT 1 25 , ( S CORE ( I ) , I = l , 4 )  
WR I TE < 3 , 1 25 )  < SCORE < I )  , I =  1 ,  4 )  
DO  1 97 1 = 1 , 4  
I F  C SCORE  ( I >  • NE . 1 )  GOTO  1 85 
X=FCOUNT ( l )  
Y = -23 . 59+0 . 7 4 5 1 1 *X 
AGE l = Y +S . 33 
.� GE2-:::Y-8 . 33 
WR I T E C 3 , 1 3 5 ) A G E 1 
lil R I T E ( 3 ,  1 35 ) AGE2  . . 
1 85 CONT I NUE  
I F C SCORE < I >  . NE .  2 ) GOTO  1 90 
X=FCOUNT  ( 2 ) . 
Y=62 . 33-9 . 776*X+0 . 5502iX**2-0 . 0070 4*X**3 
AGE 1 =Y+ 1 4 . 62 
0259 AGE2=Y- 1 4 . 62 
0260  WR I T E C 3 , 1 35 ) AG E 1  
02 6 1  WR I T E C 3 , 1 35 > AGE2  
026Z 1 90 CONT I NUE  
0263  I F ( SCORE ( l )  , N E .  3 ) GO T O  1 9 5 
0265  X�F COUNT ( 3 )  
0266  Y = -9 . 89 + 1 . 064*X  
0267  AGE 1 � Y +3 . 66 
0268 AGE2=Y-J . 6 6 
0269 WR I T E ( 3 , 1 35 ) AGE 1 
-0270 � R I TE < 3 , 1 3 5 ) AGE2 
027 1 1 9 5  CONT I NUE  
0272  
1) 2 73  
·)� 7 5  
02 7 6  
" ·"l .., ... V ,:.. I I 
'0 2 78 
0279  
:<= t=' PERCT  
: F , S C OR E ( I ;  . N � t 4 i G c r �  : q ;  
ri G t:  1 .;; ·r -i· 1 1 •• • , l 4 
!-'lb £ : - r' - 1 0 . 7 4  
0 2 30  1 9 7  CON " ! NU�  
020 1  Go ro : 200  
0 282  2 0 0  CON T I N UE 
C . 
C C LOSE  ALL  F I LE S , 
C 
0 2 8 3  CLOSE C UN I T = 2 i D l 3 P 0 S E� ' 3 AVE ' J 
0 2 9 4  CL0SE < UN f T =3 , D I SPOSE= ' SAVE ' j  
0 285  999  STOP 
0 28 6  E N D  
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